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What does it take to break through a foundation of thinking that's been accepted for years?

A bold stroke. But, it doesn't mean turning things on their heads without understanding all

the possible consequences, it takes a complete understanding of what lies on the other side.

No one is in a better position to help guide clients than AiG. With operations in 130

countries and jurisdictions throughout the world, we have an unmatched knowledge of local
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venture, contact AIG. We'll help knock down the barriers that may be holding you back.
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With Bristol-Myers Squibb research, ,

a tiny pair of chromosomes could make a huge

difference to this pair ofArmstrongs. W"
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Three-time Tour de France winner
Lance Armstrong, with his son Luke.
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Five years ago, cyclist Lance Armstrong was diagnosed with testicular cancer. It had already

spread to his abdomen, lungs and brain. But with aggressive treatments, including three

Bristol-Myers Squibb medicines. Lance conquered his cancer. He has gone on to win the

Tour de France three times, and even to have a wonderful son—Luke.

Today, there are more miracles in store for little Luke and his generation. At the

Bristol-Myers Squibb Center for Applied Genomics, researchers strive to unlock the genetic

secrets of breast and colon cancer, Alzheimer's, and diabetes. Someday—perhaps someday

soon—mutant cancer genes will be identified, repaired, even "switched off." Imagine the hope

this brings to a cancer survivor raising his young son.

At Bristol-Myers Squibb, we're leading the way in new frontiers against disease. And little

Luke—and all of us—could ultimately benefit.

^'Bristol-Myers Squibb Company Hope, Triumph, and the Miracle of Medicine
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UP FRONT

Time Travelers
"Wliat seest thou else in the dark backward and abysm of time?"

—William Shakespeare, The Tempest

As a mid-twentieth-century schoolchild, I thought of the First World War as

a distant event. I placed all the historical figures of previous centuries in

more or less the same category, the remote past, which included everyone

from Moses to Abraham Lincoln. My perceptions changed as I aged, of

course. At my fiftieth birthday, I reahzed that the entire history of the

United States had occurred within a span that amounted to Httle more than

four ofmy Hfetimes. The nineteenth century was a temporal stone's throw

from my parents' childhood and, therefore, from my own Hfe. From the

vantage point ofmy middle age, certainly Abraham Lincoln and maybe even

Louis XIV had become my contemporaries.

Working at Natural History has altered my perspective far more radically.

Scientists' tales of fossils and shifting tectonic plates have taught me a new
kind of history. Bacteria were the ancients, dinosaurs a late development,

mastodons born yesterday.

Lincoln's birthplace in Kentucky

once lay under a shallow tropical

sea filled with brachiopods and

trilobites; the Des Moines area

emerged quite recently from

beneath a glacier.

More than other scientists,

natural historians—the geologists,

paleontologists, evolutionary

biologists, and others who write

for these pages—are time travelers.

And more than other people, they

are aware that present reality

represents a mere moment, a freeze-frame in a long drama of upheaval and

transformation. This month, in "Glaciers That Speak in Tongues" (page

60), geochemist Wallace Broecker addresses the question of humanity's

contribution to global warming. Scientists cannot yet identify this

contribution with precision, he explains, because to do so requires that they

first establish the dynamics and natural baseline of Earth's recent

temperature variations. By "recent," Broecker means the Holocene

Epoch—-just the past 11,000 years or so. Lately, he tells us, his colleagues

have been finding a record of these climate patterns in surprisingly simple

things—reddish grains of sand, bits ofwood washed out from under

mountain ice. Janus-hke visionaries, these climatologists look backward to

help us predict the future.

—

Ellen Goldensohn

Switzerland's Grindelwald Glacier, 1794
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LETTERS

Osage (Orange)

Can You See?

I was surprised to see the

picture caption in Connie

Barlow's "Ghost Stories

From the Ice Age" (9/01)

about Osage orange trees

being confined to a few

river valleys in eastern

Texas. The tree is common
to this part of the Ozarks

and has been at least since

white settlers arrived. The

wood was supposed to have

been used by Native

Americans for their bows.

T.B. Clark

Berryville, Arkansas

A tree and fruit that looked

just Hke your picture of

Osage orange were certainly

to be found smeUing up

MiUedgeviUe, Georgia,

where I grew up. Maybe

you should check there for

Pleistocene horses, too.

James F. Minter

Neu' York, New York

The Osage orange, called

hedge apple in Missouri, is

found all over the Ozarks of

southern Missouri. There is

a belief that putting the

fruits in your kitchen will

keep roaches away. I tried it

once. It did not work.

H.M. ]Vlnte

via e-mail

Connie Barlow writes that

the Osage orange tree is rare.

However, many rows of old

Osage oranges can be foimd

in New Jersey. This species,

characterized by thorns and

dense growth, was at one

time widely planted by

farmers in the East to form

impenetrable living fences,

similar to Old World

hawthorn hedgerows. As the

trees grew, farmers pruned

them to force the plants into

hedge forms. After the farms

were abandoned, the hedges

resumed their natural,

treelike growth.

Norman Fine

Sewell, NewJersey

Connie Barlow fleplies:

The letter from Norman
Fine contains the seed of the

answer to all those who
protested that the

geographic range ot Osage

orange is far wider than I

stated in the article. After

European settlers arrived,

Osage orange became

exceedingly popular as a

"living fence," and its range

was expanded by human

plantings until barbed wire

became cheaply available.

This was especially so in

the prairies and plains,

where a scarcity of trees

made wooden fencing

impractical. Botanists have

surmised that the post-

glacial native range of Osage

orange was probably

restricted to the Red River

region, where Arkansas,

Texas, and Oklahoma meet.

A year ago, an archaeologist

exploring the Indian trade

in Osage orange for bow
wood proposed that the

native range may have been

even more restricted—to

just a few tributaries of the

Red River in eastern Texas.

(See Frank F. Schambach,

"Spiroan Traders, the

Sanders Site, and the Plains

Interaction Sphere," Plains

Anthropologist 45:171, 2000.

Or see my book The Ghosts

of Evolution [Basic Books,

2001] for the fuU story)

Hawthorn (genus

Crataegus) is native to both

the Old and the New
World, with the eastern

United States boasting the

richest diversity of species.

Buffalo Grass

"Ghost Stories From the Ice

Age" fascinated me. The

flora of this country also

includes ghosts from the

nineteenth century: plants

that coevolved with the

American bison. Among
these are three-awned

grasses of the genus Aristida,

with long bristles, or awns

(well designed for

penetrating the coat of a

bison—or one's wool socks),

and running buffalo clover,

Trifoluim stoloniferum. After

the buffalo disappeared from

the midwestern landscape,

the clover itself became very

rare and was once even

thought to be extinct.

Bill Shepherd

Little Rock, Arkansas

Color Question

In "The Proof Is in the

Plumage" (7/01-8/01), on

a feathered dromaeosaur

from China, one ofMick

Ellison's close-up

photographs on page 61

reveals some fairly

conspicuous red paint

applied above the

dromaeosaur's humerus.

Close inspection also shows

black paint in two

photographs. Both the red

and the black paint have

been cleaned up in the

large photograph on page

60. It seems unlikely that

the bright scarlet color is

simply an accidental

property. Was the fossil

acquired with this curious

red paint upon it?

Jordan Moar

Waterloo, Ontario

Photographer Mick
Ellison replies: Farmers in

China's Liaoning region

have been collecting fossils

in the area for decades.

Specimens are rarely found

in one unbroken piece, and

the process of reconstituting

them is akin to completing a

jigsaw puzzle. The

excavators often highlight

parts of the fossil with

grease pencils or other

markers, presumably to

indicate how one piece

might fit with another. For

the cover of the issue and

the photograph on page 60,

the dromaeosaur's

"tailoring" marks were

digitally removed.

Natural History's e-mail

address is nhmag@amnh.org.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Sue Hubbell ("Engineering the Apple," page 44) did not plan to write another book after

her last one {Waitingfor Aphrodite:Journeys Into the Time Before Bones, Houghton Mifflin,

1999). But as she worked in her woodlot and built stone walkways around her Maine
house, she began to reflect on her "proclivity for rearranging bits of the world." This
realization led her to investigate "a few animals and plants whose genetic identity we have
tinkered with to varying degrees"—dogs, corn, silkworms, lions, cats, rats, and apples.

UnraveUng the histoiy we have shared with these organisms, as well as the unintended
consequences of our experiments with them, became another book. Shrinking the Cat:

Genetic Engineering Before We Knew About Genes, pubhshed this month by Houghton Mifiiin.

1^

4.

Fred Bruemmer ("Sea Hunters of Lamalera," page 54) has been a writer and
photographer since 1952 and a contributor to Natural History for almost as long.

Over the years, he has been drawn back again and again to the Arctic and has

written several books on aspects ofArctic Hfe. Bruemmer, who lives in

Montreal, has spent considerable time among subsistence sea hunters, including

walrus hunters in Litde Diomede Island in the Bering Strait, narwhal hunters in

Greenland, and sperm whale hunters in the Azores. Lamalera, on the Indonesian

island of Lembata, was a natural destination for him, he says, because of "the
boats, the hunt, and the animistic link between hunter and prey."

A recent visit to the Alps provided Wallace S. Broecker ("Glaciers That Speak in Tongues,"
page 60) with a firsthand gHmpse ofnew evidence of past cHmate changes. Guided by Swiss

glaciologists, he and the others in the visiting field team found fifty samples of ancient peat and
wood that had washed out from beneath the glacial ice—signs that vegetation once grew in

areas now frozen over. The Newberry Professor of Earth and Environmental Sciences at

Columbia University's Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Broecker is the author of a text on
the evolution of Earth, How to Build a Habitable Planet (Columbia University Press, 1998).

Among his previous articles for Natural History is "Global Warming on Trial" (April 1992).

As a child, John J. Wiens ("Shape Shifters," page 70) kept dozens ofpet reptiles and
amphibians in his bedroom. When the number got out of hand, he packed up and moved into

a different room, bequeathing the bedroom to the animals. Now, as an associate curator at the

Carnegie Museum of Natural History m Pittsburgh, he has an entire three-story building full

of herpetological specimens at his disposal. For many years, Wiens has been fascinated by the

evolution and diversity of Lizards and snakes, and he says that studying how one turns into the

other IS a perfect way to combine his interest in both groups. He plans to extend his studies of
the evolution ofbody form to salamanders and to skinks, the group of hzards in which a

snakelike body plan has evolved most frequently Wiens 's other research interests include

reproductive strategies in tree frogs and the evolution of herbivory in South American hzards.

Theo Allofs ("The Natural Moment," page 88), a resident of Canada's Yukon Territory,

has traveled the world photographing wildlife. During late December 1999 and January
2000, he positioned himself in the midst of a large colony of flying foxes not far from
Brisbane, Australia, where he took this month's photograph of a litde red flying fox.

Despite his concealment in a bHnd, Allofs reports, the fruit-eating bats knew he was
there and were not upset by his presence. But when they returned from foraging to

roost above him m the trees, he was "bombarded by hundreds of 'fruitcakes.'"

Whenever Allofs poked his camera out of the blind, the lens hood instantly became
coated with bat droppings. To see more of his work, visit www.theoaLlofs.com.
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AT THE MUSEUM

Columbus's

Pearls

Tlie discovery of vast oyster

beds in the New World

generated a ''pearl rush'' whose

bountyflooded European markets.

By Neil H. Landmon, Paula M. Mikkelsen, Rudiger Bieier, and Bennet Bronson

Inspired by greed, a messianic desire

to convert the world to Christianity,

and fierce competition with the

oceangoing Portuguese, King Ferdinand

and Queen Isabella of Spain sponsored

the Genoese explorer Christopher

Columbus in an "enterprise of the In-

dies": finding a new route to the riches

of the Orient. Under the contract,

Columbus, as Admiral of the Ocean

Sea, was granted authority over all the

lands he discovered, as well as 10 percent

of the value of all goods obtained. In

turn, the monarchs made a list of what

they expected. By chance or design,

pearls were the first item on this list.

Columbus set sail westward in 1492,

made landfall in the Bahamas, and then

explored the coasts ot Cuba and of His-

paniola (the island comprising mod-

ern-day Haiti and the Dominican

RepubHc). After establishing the settle-

ment of La Navidad on Hispaniola,

Columbus returned to Spain in tri-

umph, with gold, cotton, and Indians

to be baptized, but without pearls. Not

until his third trip, in 1498, when he

reached the South American mainland,

did Columbus finally find the long-

sought supply of pearls—in what is

now Venezuela, along the Gulf of Paria

near the mouth of the Orinoco River.

Noticing that the women at one Indian

village there wore bracelets of "pearls

or Ljroque pearls of high quality,"

Columbus bartered for these orna-

ments with needles, buttons, scissors,

and broken majohca plates and asked

about the source of the pearls. The na-

tives gestured to the north and west.

He sailed on, passing the islands of

Cubagua and Margarita, sites of what

would ultimately become known as the

Pearl Coast, the richest pearl grounds in

"Pearls"
An exhibition on the natural

and cultural history of pearls

opens at the American

Museum of Natural History on

October 13, 2001, and runs

through April 14, 2002.

Organized by AMNH In

collaboration with the Field

Museum In Chicago, "Pearls"

Is made possible through the

generous support of

Tasaki Shinju.

the Americas. By coincidence, he gave

Isla de Margarita that name—the

Greco-Latin word for "pearl"—to

honor Infanta Margarita ofAustria, who
was engaged to marry the heir to the

Spanish throne. Once back in Hispan-

iola, Columbus became so embroiled in

mediating colonial poUtics that he sent

two ships back to Spain on their own,

carrying letters that mentioned nothing

about the Venezuelan pearls.

His returning sailors, however, pri-

vately sold the pearls they had acquired.

and the news of this reached the Span-

ish court. Possibly suspecting that

Columbus had kept other pearls for

himself and disgruntled with his inept

handHng of the poUtical situation on

Hispaniola, his transport of slaves to

Spain, and his reported cruelty to the

sailors and West Indian natives, Ferdi-

nand and Isabella had Columbus put in

chains and returned to Spain in 1500.

Released the following year, Columbus

embarked on his fourth and last voyage

in 1502. This time he followed the east

coast of Central America, stopping en

route in what are now Panama and

Honduras but returning to Spain in

1504, again without pearls.

By the time Columbus died in

1506, his voyages had already initiated a

"pearl rush" that was to last for the

next 150 years. The first to profit were

his sailors, among them Peralonso Niiio,

former pilot of the ship Santa Maria,

who in 1499 received royal permission

to explore the Pearl Coast, in clear

contravention of the agreement giving

Columbus exclusive authority. The

chronicler Peter Martyr d'Anghiera,

chaplain to Ferdinand and Isabella,

recorded that Niiio brought back "96

pounds of pearls, some as large as hazel-

nuts, very clear and beautiful, though

poorly strung."

At about the same time, Alonso de

Ojeda, who had saUed on the first ex-

pedition, somehow obtained Colum-

From Pearls: A Natural History, by Neil H. Landman, Paula M. Mikkelsen, Rudiger Bieier, and Bennet Bronson.

Natural History, the Field Museum, and Harry N. Abrams. Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

I 2001 by the American Museum of



Inis's map of the South AmcritMii

mainland and, accomp.imi.'d by a then-

unknown Italian, Amerigo Vespncci

(whose account of the voyage would

later give the continent his name), re-

turned to the Pearl C'oast. He landed

on Isla de Margarita and explored

Aruba, Bonaire, and Curasao before

moving on to Hispaniola and the Ba-

hamas, obtaining about sixty

pounds of pearls.

The quest for pearls soon

expanded. Vasco Nuiiez de

Balboa of Spain sailed still far-

ther west, crossing the Isthmus

of Panama in 1513. Upon

reaching die Pacific coast, he

encountered natives wearing

pearls. When asked about the

source of these riches, the

chief responded that the best

pearls came txom Tararequi in

the Gulf of Panama, now
called the Archipielago de las

Perlas. As word of Balboa s dis-

covery spread, other Spaniards

headed for the Gulf of Panama

and retxirned with sackfiils ot

pearls. Like those troin Vene-

zuela, most Panamanian pearls

were destined for Spain.

Once the supply of pearls

available through trade was

exhausted, the Spanish began

organizing pearl-harvesting

ventures involving the use of

slaves as pearl divers. When
Christopher Columbus's son

Diego became governor of

Hispaniola in 1508, he estab-

lished the first permanent

pearl-fishing settlement on

Isla Cubagua. Pearl fishing quickly ex-

panded into other areas of the region,

including Isla de Margarita and Isla

Coche and eventually all the way to

Cabo de la Vela in present-day Colom-

bia. In 1535 Gonzalo Fernandez de

Oviedo y Valdes, in his Natural History

of the West Indies, gave the most com-

plete description of pearl diving in the

region at that time:

Many liitlians n'orkiii^; in j^roiips . . .

leave the island ot Ctibai^tia . . . and

iji' out in a dii{;ont or boat early in the

day to where they think they will find

a lar\;e qnantity ot pearls. There they

aiiilior the hoiii, in wliiili one Indian

remains, and he keeps the boat as siill

as he can. The others dive to the

bottom. After some time, an Indian

Isabel de Valols, wife of Philip II of Spain,

in a pearl-encrusted gown

will return to the snifacc and deposit in

the boat the oysters in which the pearls

arc tound. He rests a while, takes a

bite to eat, and once wore he ctncrs the

water to stay as long as he can, finally

returning^ with more oysters. . . .

Sometimes when the sea is rougher

than the pearlfisher would like—and

also because naturally when a man is

working underwater at a great depth, a

diver's leet want to rise— it is only

ii'iih diffunhy thai the worker can

remain on the bottom any length of

time. Under such conditions, the

Indians use two large stones tied

together with a cord, which they place

over their shoulders, one on each side,

and enter the water. . . . Wlien he

wants to rise to the surface, he merely

drops the stones.

Working conditions were ex-

tremely harsh. Diving bosses,

known as rancheros or patrones,

employed teams of four to

seven divers per canoe under

the supervision of a major-

domo. They dived to depths

ot eight fathoms (fort)'-eight

feet). A diver did not last long

on the Pearl Coast, especially

in the early years. In 1516

Spain's new king, Carlos V,

responding to appeals by the

priest Bartolomeo de Las

Casas for more humane treat-

ment of the Indians, issued

regulations including the

maximum hours and depth of

diving per day and the mini-

mum requirements tor food

and lodging. These rules were

ignored often enough that

further royal edicts became

necessary. One such edict im-

posed the death penalty on

anyone forcing a free Indian

to become a pearl diver:

Because report has been made to

i4s that, owing to the pearl

fisheries not having becti

conducted in a proper manner, deaths of

many Indians and Xegroes have

ensued, lie command that no free

Indian be taken to the said fishery

under pain ol death. . . . If however, it

shoidd appear to them that the risk oj

death cainiot be avoided by the said

Indians and Negroes, let thefishing oJ

the said pearls cease, since we value

much more highly (as is right) the
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In a 1594 engraving, Theodor de Bry depicted pearl fishing off the islands of Margarita and

Cubagua. The area was a primary source of pearls in the sixteenth century.

preservation of their lives than the gain

which may come to usfrom the pearls.

Many millions of Venezuelan pearls

were collected in the first half of the

sixteenth century, virtually flooding

European markets. From the ports of

Santo Domingo, Cartagena, and Ha-

vana, vessels laden with their precious

cargoes of pearls and gold set sail for

Spain, a trip iiraught with danger from

several sources. Some ships sank at sea

in tropical hurricanes. Other ships

were preyed upon by pirates, whose

numbers increased during the six-

teenth century. Seville became the

center of the pearl market, a position

Venice had claimed in previous cen-

turies. Garcilaso de la Vega wrote that

pearls from the West Indies were so

abundant in Seville "that they were

sold in a heap in the India [custom]

house . . . just as if they were some

kind of seed."

Pearls, a symbol of wealth and

power, became an obsession among the

elite. Without serious competition

from other gems (sophisticated faceting

techniques for precious stones were not

developed until the mid-seventeenth

century), pearls were unrivaled. In Eu-

rope, enriched by the loot of the Age

of Discovery, conspicuous consump-

tion rose to unprecedented levels.

Portraits of European royalty at the

time display a wealth of pearls on cloth-

ing and in jewelry. Alonso Sanchez

Coello's portrait of Isabel de Valois,

third wife of Philip II of Spain, carefully

renders the large pearls adorning her

headdress, necklace, and belt and sewn

along her collar, bodice, and shoulders.

In another portrait, Catherine de

Medici, queen of France in the mid-

sixteenth century, is shown with round

white pearls on her dress, in addition to

a pearl headdress, necklace, and ear-

rings. One of the most famous pearls

from American waters is La

Peregrina (often called "The

Incomparable"). This pear-

shaped white gem, weighing

about ten grams, was reput-

edly a wedding gift from

Philip II of Spain to his sec-

ond wife, Mary I of England.

Over the centuries, it passed

through a succession of royal

hands and, in 1969, was sold

at auction to British actor

Richard Burton, who gave it

to his then wife, Elizabeth

Taylor. She still possesses the

jewel, although a few years

ago she allegedly lost it in the

plush white carpet of a hotel

room, finding it eventually in

her dog's mouth.

As the sixteenth century

drew to a close, the known

pearl beds of the Americas

were increasingly depleted.

Between 1513 and 1540, the

number of pearls taken from

Cubagua alone approached

120 million. AUovwng one

pearl per ten pearl oysters, this would

mean that 1.2 biUion oysters were har-

vested on that part of the Pearl Coast in

just twenty-seven years, or approximately

40 miUion pearl oysters per year. Few spe-

cies can recover from this kind of assault.

In the succeeding 400 years, there

have been attempts to resuscitate the

Venezuelan pearl industry, but most

such endeavors have proved unsuccess-

ful. Pearls are stiU occasionally found in

oysters offthe coast ofVenezuela, how-

ever, a reminder of a time when Span-

ish ships pHed those waters in search of

pearls and the New World supplied the

Old with an abundance of riches.

Neil H. Landman, of the American Mu-

seum of Natural History, is lead curator of

the exhibition "Pearls," with co-curators

Paula M. Mikkelsen, also of the American

Museiun of Natural History, and Riidiger

Bieler and Bennet Bronson, of Chicago's

Field Museum.
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Tasaki Shinju is proud to be the exclusive sponsor of "Pearls"

at the American Museum of Natural History from October 13, 2001 to April 14, 2002
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MUSEUM EVENTS

OCTOBER 2

Lecture: "Evolution: The Triumph of

an Idea." Carl Zimmer, author of the

companion volume to the PBS Evolu-

tion series and columnist for Natural

History. 7:00 P.M., Kaufinann Theater.

OCTOBER 3

Panel discussion: "Genetic Enhancement

and Gene Therapy." Historian David

Rothman, oncologist Eric Juengst, and

legal scholar Dorothy Nelkin. 7:00 p.m.,

Kaufhiann Theater.

OaOBER 4, 8, 11, AND 15

Lectures: "Floral Diversity Past and Pre-

sent," October 4, and "Ecological Biodi-

versity and Plants," October 11 (Bio-

diversity and Plants series). WiUiam

Schiller, Museum botany lecturer. 7:00

P.M., Linder Theater. (The series is re-

peated on October 8 and 15 at 2:30 RM.)

OCTOBER 4, 11, AND 15

Lectures in conjunction with the exhi-

bition "Meeting God: Elements of

Hindu Devotion": Curator Stephen P.

Huyler; Mary McGee, director of Co-

lumbia University's Dharam Hinduja

Indie Research Center; and others.

7:00 P.M., Kaufinann Theater. (Octo-

ber 4: Additional lecture by Stephen P.

Huyler, AARP series, 2:00 rm.; exhi-

bition viewing, 6:00-7:00 RM.)

OCTOBER 4, 11, AND 18

Lectures: "Sources of Information and

Basic Geological Principles," October 4;

"Rocks and Their Features," October 11;

and "Landscape Classification and Geo-

logical Structures," October 18 (Geology

for Travelers series). Geologist Sidney S.

Horenstein. 7:00 EM., Linder Theater.

OCTOBER 6

Exhibition opening: "The Butterfly

Conservatory: Tropical Butterflies

Alive in Winter." Hall of Oceanic

Birds. Through May 27, 2002..

OCTOBER 10, 16, 23, AND 30

Lectures: "The Hudson: A Visual Jour-

ney," October 10; "Navigating Through

Histoiy: Boats on the Hudson River,"

October 16; "The Hudson River Estu-

ary: A Spawning Ground and Nursery,"

October 23; and "Bridges and the Cre-

ation of Greater New York," October

30 (Beyond Henry Hudson/AARP
series). Historian Roger Panetta, of

Marymount College, and Museum nat-

ural science instructor Uta Gore. 2:00

RM., Kaufinann Theater.

Focus on the family: Portrait of a Danish

Mother and Child, from the Margaret

Mead Centenary Exhibition, which opens

in the Akeley Gallery on October 27

OCTOBER 13, 17, 23, AND 25

"Pearls," an exhibition in Gallery 4,

opens on October 13. Lectures: "AH

About Pearls: Their Nature and Cul-

ture," Neil H. Landman, curator of

the exhibition, and co-curator Paula

M. Mikkelsen, October 17; "Pursu-

ing the Dragon: The Mystery of the

Orange Pearls of Vietnam" (AARP
series), gem collector Benjamin Zucker

and author James Traub, October 23;

and "Understanding and Appreciating

the Queen of Gems—The Pearl,"

Antoinette Matlins, author of The

Pearl Book, October 25. 7:00 RM.,

Kaufmann Theater.

OCTOBER 15

Lecture: "The Universe at Midnight"

(Distinguished Authors in Astronomy se-

ries). Astronomer Ken CrosweU. 7:30

RM., Space Theater, Hayden Planetarium.

OCTOBER 18

Lecture: "In the Company of Gorillas."

Biologist Amy Vedder, director of the

Wildlife Conservation Society's Afi-ica

Program. 7:00 RM., Kaufinann Theater.

OCTOBER 21

Children's workshop and exhibition

visit: "Pearls: Legend and Lore." Artist

and art historian Ita Aber. 10:30 A.M.—

1:30 RM. Venue to be announced at

registration. (For ages 10 and 11.)

OCTOBER 27

Exhibition opening: "Margaret Mead
Centenary Exhibition." Photographs

by Ken Heyman, firom Mead and Hey-

man's Family (1965). Akeley Gallery.

Through May 2002.

OCTOBER 29

Lecture: "Quasar Absorption Lines:

Seeing Ghosts in the Universe" (Fron-

tiers in Astrophysics series). As-

tronomer Jane Charlton. 7:30 P.M.,

Space Theater, Hayden Planetarium.

OCTOBER 30

Lecture: "The Evolution Explosion."

Biologist Stephen Palumbi. 7:00 RM.,

Kaufinann Theater.

DURING OCTOBER

Latin American and Caribbean her-

itage celebration: "Identities Beyond

Borders." Free films, lectures, and per-

formances. Leonhardt People Center.

For a complete schedule, call (212)

769-5315.

The American Museum of Natural

History is located at Central Park West

and 79th Street in New York City. For

listings of events, exhibitions, and

hours, call (212) 769-5100 or visit the

Museum's Web site at virww.amnh.org.
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IN THE FIELD

A Squirrel's Glide

to a Long Life

Longevity secrets of afly-by-night mammal

By Peter J. Marchand

A n hour or so after sundown,

^/-l my students and I stepped

Jl. J. outside our lodge in the White

Mountains ofNew Hampshire to look

at the night sky. The October evening

was settling in crisp and clear, the

brighter stars already showing through

the waning twilight. We were gazing

upward, hoping to see a meteor or

two, when a shadowy silhouette

caught my eye. I turned just in time to

see a flying squirrel gHde into the

darkness of the forest understory.

Turning our attention to the woods,

we all stood motionless, straining to

see the squirrel again. Soon another

one appeared, and then another,

emerging to forage. It was their time,

and we were in the right place.

I couldn't tell for sure whether we
were watching northern flying

squirrels (Glaucomys sabrirnis) or the

smaller southern flying squirrels

(G. volans). The ranges of these species

overlap along the Appalachian

Mountains from the southern United

States to New England, and it is

difficult enough to tell these squirrels

apart in dayUght, let alone in the dark.

Ecologically, however, they behave

much the same, and taken together the

two species are quite possibly the most

common of all squirrels in the eastern

United States, even in wooded parks

and urban residential areas. When
times are good for flying squirrels,

they may number as many as eleven

per acre in the spruce-fir and

hardwood forests of the Appalachians.

For most other squirrels in the wild,

this would be a veritable crowd, but

flying squirrels break nearly all the

rules with their gliding locomotion,

their strong dietary preference for

underground trufiies, and their

unusual longevity. For Glaucomys,

eleven is mere company.

Numbers, in fact, contribute

significantly to the success of these

gregarious Htde squirrels. Weighing

only two to four ounces and staying

active all year, they have little natural

resistance to the cold they may

encounter even in the southern

Appalachians. But what these animals

lack in size and insulation, they make

up for in sociability. To cope with

winter's chiU, flying squirrels huddle

together in grass-, moss-, or bark-lined

tree cavities. While congregations of

about ten are the norm, groups may

swell to twenty or even fifty

individuals, particularly among

southern flying squirrels. And the

benefits are considerable. I once slipped

a small temperature probe into a tree

cavity that I knew was being used by

flying squirrels. Weeks later, on a cold

January day, I checked on the cavity

with my students. As I expected, the

temperature in the nest was well above

that of the outside air. (Diflerences of

thirty or more degrees are commonly

reported.) While we were standing

below the tree hole, watching our

remote recorder, the temperature

suddenly shot up ten degrees, due to a

burst of unseen squirrel activity, and

then settled back down. My students

had much fun speculating on the

nature of this heat-generating action.

Although it was a few weeks early for

reproductive behavior, cavity sharing

may indeed have benefits beyond

simply staying warm.

It is not by their social habits alone,

however, that Glaucomys achieve their

relative abundance. They also age

more slowly than do other squirrels

and, with a life span often or more

years, live longer than expected for a

small mammal—as much as 50 percent

longer than, say, ground squirrels of

comparable size. This longevity may

be tied to their exceptionally low

metabolism. Joseph Merritt, of the

Carnegie Institute's PowdermiU

Biological Station in western

Pennsylvania, recently found that the

average resting metabolic rate of



M)Uthern flying squirrels was 38

percent lower than expected, based

on previous studies of similar-sized

mammals. Other tree squirrels

occupying the same geographic range

as flying squirrels typically have rates

at the opposite end of the spectrum

—

up to four times higher than predicted

for their body mass.

While it may seem intviitive that

aging and metabolism would be related,

this is not necessarily the case among

other long-lived animals. Although

many reptiles seem to support the "Uve

slow, live long" norion, animals such as

hunmiingbirds can also reach a

relatively great age, despite their high

metabohc requirements. Perhaps other

lite-history traits—flying or gliding, for

example—fn-or longevity. Birds in

general, excepring poor flyers such as

grouse and turkey, have Ufe spans two

or three rimes longer than mammals of

comparable size. And among mammals,

bats live the longest relarive to body

size. In fact, most of the world's gUding

mammals appear to outlive their

earthbound counterparts by a

significant margin. For flying squirrels

in parricular, the combinarion of

gliding, nocturnal habits, and tree-

cavity nesting may confer significant

advantages by reducing their

vulnerability to predation. And m the

evolutionary game, safety, rather than

low metabolic rate, could make the

diflerence.

Last fall I accompanied Joe Merritt

on his rounds at the PowdermiU

reserve. For twenty years Joe has

weighed, marked, and released flvdng

squirrels that enter live traps attached

to tree trunks. This rime, in the space

of only an acre or so, he caught three

A leap in the dark: A

southern flying squirrel

deploys its broad,

rudderlike tail and its

gliding membranes, which

stretch from wrist to ankle.

These squirrels' large eyes

enhance night vision.

new, unmarked southern

flying squirrels. Judging

by their weight—all three

were less than two

ounces—these young

squirrels were from a pairs

second litter of the

summer, born in August.

Already, however, they

were adept gBders and

had become famiUar with

their territory. As Joe

released the first one. it

chmbed quicklv up a tall,

straight yellow poplar. At

a height of nearly seventy

feet, it turned face

downward and launched unhesitatingh"

into a long, graceful ghde across a

stream. The squirrel clearly knew just

where it wanted to go. Steering with

iill tour hmbs and using its tail as a

rudder, it navigated toward and landed

directly on its target: the trunk ot a

dead white oak. It scampered forty

feet up the oak, then disappeared

under a slab of loose bark that more

than Ukely concealed a nest caxit}-. It

was a treat to observe this nocturnal

creature in broad dayUght. and my
thoughts immediately went back to

that e\-emng in New Hampsliire when

my students and 1 felt so privileged to

have caught just a glimpse of this vet)-

common but seldom seen ti-ee squirrel.

PeterJ. Mimlhiiid is a research ecologist at

the Cinanioiiiit Insiitiiic in Woocilaiui

Park, Colorailo.
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UNIVERSE

Between the Planets
Tlte emptiness of interplanetary space has been much exaggerated.

By Neil deGrasse Tyson

From a distance, our solar system

looks empty. If you enclosed it

within a sphere large enough

to contain the orbit of Neptune,

then the volume occupied by the Sun,

the planets, their moons, and all aster-

oids would take up little more than

one-trillionth of the space. When
viewed close-up, however, the space

between the planets contains all man-

ner of pebbles, chunky rocks, ice balls,

dust, streams of charged particles, and

far-flung probes. The space is also per-

meated by monstrous gravitational and

magnetic fields.

Space is so not-empty that Earth,

during its eighteen-mile-per-second

orbital journey, plows through hun-

dreds of tons of interplanetary debris

per day—much of it no larger than a

grain of sand. Nearly all of it burns in

Earth's upper atmosphere, slamming

into the air with so much energy that

it vaporizes on contact. The larger,

golf-ball-sized pieces of debris heat fast

but unevenly and often shatter into

smaller pieces before they vaporize.

Still larger pieces get their

surfaces singed but other-

wise make it all the way to

the ground intact. You'd

think that by now, after 4.6

billion trips around the Sun,

Earth would have vacu-

umed up aU possible debris

in its orbital path.

But things were once

much worse. For half a bil-

lion years after the forma-

tion of the Sun and its plan-

ets, so much junk rained

down on Earth that the en-

gy from the impacts sus-

tained a heated atmosphere

and a molten surface.

One hunk of junk in

particular was quite substan-

tial—it's what led to the for-

mation of the Moon. The

unexpected paucity of iron

and other high-mass ele-

ments in the Moon (de-

duced from lunar samples

returned by Apollo astro-

nauts) indicates that the

Moon most likely burst

forth from Earth's iron-poor

crust and mantle when our
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planet had a glancing collision with a

wayward, Mars-sized protoplanet. The

orbiting flotsam resulting from this en-

counter coalesced to form our lovely,

low-density satellite. Apart from this

newsworthy event, the period of heavy

bombardment that Earth endured dur-

ing its intancy was not unique in the

solar system: aU the planets and other

large bodies sustained similar damage,

with the airless, uneroded Moon and

Mercury preserving much of the

cratered record from this period.

Not only is the solar system littered

with the detritus of its formation, in-

terplanetary space also contains rocks of

aU sizes that were thrust from Mars, the

Moon, and probably Earth as the

ground recoiled from high-energy im-

pacts. Computer studies of meteor

strikes demonstrate conclusively that

surface rocks near ground zero can get

thrown upward with enough speed to

escape a celestial body's gravitational

tether. Meteorites originating from

Mars turn up so often on Earth that

scientists have concluded that as much

as a thousand pounds of Martian rocks

may rain down on us each year. Per-

haps the same amount reaches Earth

from the Moon. Indeed, we didn't have

to go there to retrieve Moon rocks, al-

though we didn't know this during the

ApoUo program. Plenty come to us,

even if they are not of our choosing.

If Mars ever harbored Ufe—biUions

of years ago, when its surface was wet

with liquid water—then unsuspecting

bacteria stowed away in the nooks and

crannies (especially the crannies) of the

ejected rocks could have traveled to

Earth for free. We already know that

some varieties of bacteria can survive

long periods of hibernation as well as

the high doses of ionizing radiation to

which traveHng microorganisms would

have been exposed en route to Earth.

So the existence of space-borne bacte-

ria is neither a crazy idea nor pure sci-

ence fiction. The concept even has an

important-sounding name: pansper-

mia. If Mars spawned life before Earth

did, and if simple Hfe traveled from

Mars on an ejected rock and seeded

Earth, then we may all be descendants

of Martians. Awareness of this fact may

also obviate environmentalists' fears

about astronauts sneezing on the red

planet's surface, spreading their germs

on the alien landscape.

Most of the solar system's asteroids

live and work in the main asteroid belt,

a somewhat flat zone between the or-

bits of Mars and Jupiter. Often drawn

more years. Like their counterparts in

the asteroid belt, a subset of Kuiper

belt objects travel on eccentric paths

that cross the orbits of other planets.

Pluto and its ensemble of siblings

called Plutinos cross Neptune's path

around the Sun. Other Kuiper belt ob-

jects plunge aU the way down to the

inner solar system, crossing planetary

orbits with abandon. One of these is

Halley, the most famous comet of

them all.

Meteorites ofMartian origin are regularly discovered on

Earth. As much as a thousand pounds of rocksfrom the red

planet may rain down on us each year

by artists as a region of cluttered, float-

ing rocks in the plane of the solar sys-

tem, the asteroid belt's total mass is less

than 5 percent that of the Moon,
which is itself not much more than 1

percent the mass of Earth. Sounds in-

significant. But accumulated perturba-

tions of the asteroids' orbits continually

feed a deadly subset of objects, perhaps

a few thousand, whose eccentric paths

intersect Earth's orbit. A back-of-the-

envelope calculation demonstrates that

most of them will hit our planet within

the coining 100 mdllion years. Those

larger than about a mile across will

bang into Earth with enough energy to

destabilize our ecosystem and put most

land species at risk of extinction. That

would be bad.

Asteroids are not the only space ob-

jects that pose a risk to Hfe on Earth.

The Kuiper belt is a circular, comet-

strewn swath of real estate that begins

just beyond the orbit of Neptune, in-

cludes Pluto, and extends perhaps as far

again from Neptune as Neptune is

from the Sun. The Dutch-born Amer-

ican astronomer Gerard Kuiper ad-

vanced the idea that frozen leftovers

from the formation of the solar system

reside in the cold reaches of space be-

yond Neptune's orbit. Without a mas-

sive planet to fall upon, most of these

comets will orbit the Sun for biUions

Far beyond the Kuiper belt, ex-

tending halfway to the nearest stars,

lives a spherical reservoir of comets

called the Oort cloud, named for Jan

Oort, the Dutch astronomer who first

deduced its existence. This zone is re-

sponsible for the long-period comets,

whose orbital periods last far longer

than a human lifetime. Unlike Kuiper

belt comets, Oort cloud comets can

rain down on the inner solar system

from any angle and any direction. The

brightest comets of the 1990s

—

comets Hale-Bopp and Hyakutake

—

both emerged from the Oort cloud

and are not coming back this way any-

time soon.

Not everything that fiUs interplane-

tary space is visible. Ifwe had eyes that

could see magnetic fields, Jupiter

would look ten times larger than the

full Moon in the sky. Spacecraft that

visit Jupiter must be designed to remain

unaffected by this powerful magnetic

field. As English physicist Michael

Faraday demonstrated in the 1800s, if

you pass a wire across a magnetic field,

you generate a voltage difference along

the length of the wire. For this reason,

electric currents can be induced within

fast-moving metal space probes. These

currents happen to generate a magnetic

field of their own that interacts with

the ambient magnetic field in such a
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tioii. This miglu bv the cause ot tlic

mysterious slovviiit:;-do\vii ot the two

I'ioiiccr spacecraft as they exit the solar

system. Neither Pioneer 10 nor Pioneer

II. both launched in the early iy7()s,

has tra\eled as far into space as our dy-

namic and kinematic models predicted

they would have by now. If we subtract

the possible effects of leaky fuel tanks

and space dust en route, the best expla-

nation for this pokiness becomes mag-

netic interaction—in this case, with tiie

Sun's field.

Once upon a tune, there were

tift\'-six moons among the planets in

the solar system. When 1 woke up one

morning in 1995 to learn that another

four had been discovered around Sat-

tnn, 1 decided I would no longer keep

count. All I care about now is

whether any of them would be fun

places to visit or study. By some mea-

sures, the solar system's moons are

much more fascinating than the plan-

ets they orbit. In Jonathan Swift's

1726 classic, Lemuel Gulliver learns

from the cloud-dwelling scientists of

Lagado that Mars has two Moons.

Problem is, these two potato-shaped

bodies were not discovered until a

century and a halt later. Earth's Moon
is about 1/400 the diameter of the

Sun, but it's also 1/400 as far from us,

making the Sun and the Moon the

same size in the sky—a coincidence

not shared by any other planet-moon

ctimbmation in the solar system, and

one that allows tor uniquely photo-

genic total solar eclipses. Earth has

also tidally locked the Moon, leaving

it with identical periods of rotation on

its axis and revolution around Earth.

Wherever and whenever this locking

happens, the moon shows only one

tace to its host planet.

Jupiter's system of moons is replete

with oddballs. lo, fupiter's closest satel-

lite, is tidally locked and structurally

stressed by its interactions wdth Jupiter

and with the planet's other moons

—

which pump enough heat into the little

oib to render its interior rocks molten,

lo IS the most volcanically acrive place

in the solar system. Jupiter's moon Eu-

ropa suffers from the same heating

mechanism, which has melted its sub-

surface ice, leaving a lK|md dcean

below. (An artist coworker ot mine

once asked whether alien life-forms

from Europa are Europeans. The ab-

sence of any other plausible answer

forced me to say yes.) Close-up images

of the surface of Miranda, one of

Uraiuis's moons, reveal badly mis-

matched patterns, as though the poor

moon had blown apart and the pieces

were hastily glued back together.

The origin of these exotic features

remains a mystery but may be due to

something simple, such as the uneven

upwelling of ice sheets.

Fluto's lone moon, Charon, is so

large and so close to Pluto that the

two botiies have each tidally locked

the other, making their rotation peri-
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ods as well as their periods of revolu-

tion identical.

By convention, planets are named

after Roman gods, and moons are

named after lovers, friends, and ene-

mies of the Greek counterparts of

these Roman gods. The classical gods

led complicated social Uves, so there is

no shortage of characters to draw on.

The lone exception to this rule apphes

to the moons of Uranus, which are

named for assorted protagonists in

Enghsh Lit. Astronomer Sir William

Herschel was the first person to dis-

cover a planet beyond those easily visi-

ble to the naked eye, and he was ready

to name the new planet after the king

under whom he faithfully served. Had
Sir William succeeded, the planet list

would read: Mercury, Venus, Earth,

Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, and

George. Fortunately, clearer heads pre-

vailed and the classical name Uranus

was adopted some years later. But his

original suggestion—to name the

moons after characters in William

Shakespeare's plays and Alexander

Pope's poems—remains the tradition

to this day. Among Uranus 's nearly two

dozen moons we find Ariel, Cordelia,

Desdemona, Juliet, Ophelia, Portia,

Puck, and Umbriel.

Streaming toward objects in the

solar system is the solar wind. The Sun

loses material from its surface at a rate

of 200 million tons per second (which

happens to match closely the flow rate

of water through the Amazon basin).

Most of this material takes the form of

high-energy charged particles. Travel-

ing up to a thousand miles per second,

they fly through space and are deflected

by planetary magnetic fields. The par-

ticles spiral down toward the planets'

north and south magnetic poles, collid-

ing with gas molecules and leaving the

atmospheres aglow with colorful auro-

ras. The Hubble Space Telescope has

spotted auroras near the poles of both

Saturn a ;d Jupiter. On Earth, the au-

rora borealis and aurora austrahs (the

northern and southern Hghts) serve as

intermittent reminders ofhow nice it is

to have a protective atmosphere.

Earth's atmosphere is commonly
described as extending a couple dozen

miles above Earth's surface. SateUites in

"low" Earth orbit typically travel be-

tween 100 and 500 miles up and com-

plete an orbit in about ninety minutes.

Jupiter's protection, terrestrial hfe

would have had a hard time becoming

interestingly complex, remaining at risk

of extinction from a devastating impact.

Nearly every probe launched into

space has exploited the gravitational

fields of planets. The Cassini probe, for

example, now en route to Saturn, was

Satellites in low orbit can he dragged down by scattered

molecules of atmospheric gas. Only intermittent boosts of

power prevent afall back to Earth.
1

While you can't breathe at those alti-

tudes, some atmospheric molecules re-

main—enough to slowly drain kinetic

energy from moving satellites. To

combat this drag, satellites in low orbit

require intermittent boosts lest they

burn up in the atmosphere. The most

sensible way to locate the edge of our

atmosphere is to find where its density

of gas molecules equals the density of

gas molecules in interplanetary space.

By this definition. Earth's atmosphere

extends out thousands of miles. Orbit-

ing high above this level—23,000

iniles up, one-tenth the distance to the

Moon—are the communications satel-

lites. At this special altitude, where in-

terference from Earth's atmosphere is

not a factor, the satellites take twenty-

four hours to complete one revolution

around Earth. With an orbital speed

that precisely matches the rotation rate

of Earth, these satellites effectively

hover, which makes them ideal for re-

laying signals from one part of Earth's

surface to another.

Newton's laws specifically state that

although the gravity of a planet gets

weaker and weaker the farther you

travel from it, at no point does the force

of gravity reach zero. The planet

Jupiter, with its mighty gravitational

field, slings out of harm's way many
comets that would otherwise wreak

havoc on the inner solar system. Jupiter

acts as a gravitational shield for Earth,

allowing us 100-million-year stretches

of relative peace and quiet. Without

launched from Earth on October 15,

1997, and has since been gravitationally

assisted twice by Venus, once by Earth

(on a return flyby), and once by Jupiter.

As with a multicushion billiard shot,

trajectories from one planet to another

are common. Our tiny probes would

otherwise not have enough speed and

energy to reach their destinations.

I am now personally accountable

for some of the solar system's interplan-

etary debris. In November 2000 the

main-belt asteroid 1994KA, discovered

by David Levy and Carolyn Shoe-

maker, was named Tyson 13123 in my
honor. While I enjoyed the distinction,

there's no particular reason to get big-

headed about it; plenty of asteroids

have familiar names, such as Jody, Har-

riet, and EUiot. There are even aster-

oids out there named James Bond,

MerHn, and Santa. Passing the 20,000

mark, the asteroid count might soon

challenge our capacity to name these

objects. Whether or not that day ar-

rives, I enjoy a curious comfort know-

ing that my chunk of cosmic debris is

not alone as it htters the space between

the planets, joined by a long list of

other chunks named for real and fic-

tional people.

I'm also glad that at the moment,

my asteroid is not headed toward Earth.

Astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson, is the

Frederick P. Rose Director of New York

City's Hayden Planetarium and is a visit-

ing research scientist at Princeton University.
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NATURALIST AT LARGE

Coming Home
Under the tutelage of baboons, a scientist learns to

appreciate her animal self. By Barbara Smuts

Gombe btream National Park, Tanzania: Bofu, an adult male baboon, takes a break.

I've
joined chimpanzees carousing in

the hot, rugged hills of western

Tanzania, baboons strolling across

the golden grasses of highland Kenya,

gorillas munching their way through

the foggy mountains of central Africa,

and dolphins gHding through the aqua-

marine Indian Ocean. In all these

worlds I felt at home. I loved the free-

dom, the feel of the sun, the smell of

the air, the tranquillity of dusk, the

beauty ofmy animal companions.

Over the past thirty years, wild ani-

mals and places have taught me things

about human nature—and about my
own nature in particular—that I could

never have anticipated back when I

chose to become a biologist. At first, I

approached wild primates as subjects to

be studied. The places they lived and

hunted were "habitats" that I needed

to know about simply because they in-

fluenced the animals' behavior. Al-

though I loved these creatures (and

their surroundings), between us lay an

uncomfortable gap—an outgrowth of

my scientific orientation. Then some-

thing started to happen that would help

bridge the gap. Slowly, imperceptibly at

first, another identity began to assert it-

self within me, an identity I will refer

to as "the animal," though really it re-

quires no name. It is simply myself.

During my first two years in the

field, my scientist self and my animal

self lived together without speaking.

The animal didn't in any way interfere

with the scientist's activities; in fact, she

often helped. She noticed things that
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the scientist imssed, such as the tension

in the air before a male chimpanzee

began to display or the longing of a fe-

male baboon for her male friend. She

knew these things not in words but

with a keen, intuitive awareness. Later,

back at the university, I began to reflect

on the animal. I wondered who she

really was, and I wondered what I

might learn about other animals and

my fellow humans firom examining this

aspect of myself. I wanted to know the

animal better, for both scientific and

personal reasons. But to know her bet-

ter, I had to evoke her more often and

more intensely. The scientist would

have to move over and make more

room for the animal.

When I returned to the field, I gave

some time over entirely to the animal.

The scientist conducted observations of

foraging baboons; the animal joined

four-footed gait, I tried to figure out the

advantages of bipedalism. When I froze

in the morning and burned in the sun

later the same day (my baboon field site

near Gilgil, Kenya, was more than a mile

above sea level), I wondered

why we humans ever lost

our protective coat of hair.

Gradually, however, my
awareness shifted from the

thoughts fiUing my head to

moment-to-moment reality.

With each step, I could feel

how I was designed to flour-

ish in the wild. My eyes, like

yours, are made to scan for

bright-colored fruit and for predators

moving in the distance. My ears are

made to notice a rustle in the grass or the

faint cry of a baby. My feet are made to

feel the texture of the ground. My hands

are made to grasp and to caress, my arms

from this place of deep knowing. A
chimpanzee may respond to a leopard's

threat with a highly inventive act that

no chimpanzee has ever used before,

but the awareness of the need to re-

The baboons were expert guides, and I abandoned

myself to theirfar superior knowledge.

the baboons on exciting adventures to

unexpected places: same journey, more

fun. On my own, 1 could easily have

become lost in this vast place with no

trails, no signs pointing homeward, and

no people. But I was lucky; the ba-

boons were expert guides, and I aban-

doned myself to their far superior

knowledge. They taught me things Hke

how and when to scan the horizon for

predators, shortcuts to water sources,

the best places to find mushrooms and

ripe fruit, the coolest places for naps,

and the location of rock overhangs for

shelter from the rain. I was regaining

the kind of knowledge that belonged

to my ancestors, and I was doing so in

the place where, several million years

ago, humans first evolved. It felt Hke

coming home.

Nevertheless, in the early days I tried

to understand my animal self in scientific

terms, focusing especially on what I

knew about human evolution. Compar-

ing my -pii 'u stance to the baboons'

to throw and embrace, my heart to beat

fast or slow in response to the matrix of

sounds, sights, and scents in which I am
enveloped. And my whole being is made

to stay open every moment to every sen-

sory nuance.

Over time, my animal self grew

more confident. The animal wanted to

do things she was made for: walking for

miles in a slow, steady rhythm; snacking

on seeds and fruit throughout the day;

sleeping through the heat of the after-

noon. Because I was designed to do

such things, I tended to do them rather

well and with great enjoyment. Nowa-

days when I travel by foot in wild

places, I rarely need to stop and think,

"Where should I go? What should I

eat? Is it time to make camp for the

night?" Instead I respond from mo-
ment to moment, surrendering gently

to instinct—not as mindless, reflexive

action but rather as action rooted in the

certainty of knowledge, deep and old.

The actions of wild animals stem

Gilgil, Kenya: The author and a baby baboon

spond quickly and defensively arises

without effort, without pause. Similarly,

a mother baboon knows how to nurse

and comfort her baby without instruc-

tion. Even when skills depend greatly

on experience, on learning, the learn-

ing itself is guided by ancient knowl-

edge about what to learn and how to

learn it. This kind of knowledge exists

in all of us, waiting to be recognized

and used.

Trusting such deep knowing is, I'm

convinced, a good way to live. Of
course, the wild animals I lived with

got grouchy, went hungry, and suffered

fear and pain and loss. But these crea-

tures seemed quite happy most of the

time. Each morning as baboons de-

scend from their sleeping places, all

troop members, but especially females

and young, enthusiastically greet one

another with gentle pats, hugs, and

other affectionate touching. Some-

times a greeting turns into play, as

when a saucy adolescent female ends

her hello to an adult male with a som-

ersault flourish. As the day heats up,

baboons are given to taking long

breaks in attractive locales, where they

indulge their passion for lying in the

shade with a foot or two in the air.

This is a favorite time for grooming,

which seems to relax the groomee the

way a good massage relaxes us. Every

now and then, someone emits a deep,

satisfied sigh. Off and on, a chorus of
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soft grunts ripples gently among the

baboons, as though they concur about

the agreeableness of their situation.

When I first went to the field, I

viewed these siestas as valuable oppor-

tunities to gather data on who slept

near whom. Later, I would sometimes

he around with them instead. Later

still, I would sometimes lie around

without them (that is, they were pre-

sent but busy eating). Once I fell asleep

surrounded by 100 munching ba-

boons, only to wake up after half an

hour—alone except for an adolescent

male napping by my side. We bhnked

at each other and then he led me back

to the rest of the troop, miles away.

By associating with baboons (as well

as with chimpanzees, gorillas, dolphins,

and others) and surrendering to my an-

imal self I learned how satisfying it can

be just to be. This lesson has changed

me, irrevocably. Although I still func-

tion as a scientist and enjoy doing so,

the work no longer feels intrinsic to my
identity. My identity now feels para-

doxically both firmer and more fluid,

more entwined with my surroundings.

We humans (at least in the West)

tend to consider autonomy and com-

munity as opposite states of being, but

I suspect that baboons, and perhaps

many other animals, experience them-

selves as both distinct agents and a part

of something bigger. There can be no

doubt that baboons are distinct indi-

viduals—highly idiosyncratic charac-

ters, in fact, each and every one. I can

recall Alex's long-Hmbed lope and Vir-

gil's throaty bark. Each baboon has fa-

vorite foods (one alpha female. Dido,

was crazy about mushrooms), favorite

ways to take a nap (Boz liked to wrap

his arms around a suitable-sized bush,

leaning into it Hke a lover). Many had

pecuHar habits: Himalaya, a lusty fe-

male, used to capture the attention of a

potential suitor by bending over and

peering at him upside down, from be-

tween her legs; Triton, a young adult

male, carried around scraps of rabbit

fur gleaned from recent kills to hurl at

the rumps ot estrous females who ig-

nored him.

I relished the animals' individuality

because it made them so interesting to

be with. In so doing, I developed a

greater acceptance of and appreciation

for my own idiosyncratic nature. I could

see aspects of myself both "good" and

"bad," reflected in individual baboons. I

identified with one mother's gentle

treatment ofher infant but also with an-

other mother's impatient shove when
the kid got in the way. I had no impulse

to condemn "bad" traits in the baboons,

because I could see clearly how each in-

dividual's distinct nature depended on a

unique configuration of strengths and

weaknesses. I began to tiy to apply the

same accepting attitude toward myself.

seemed to express their delight at being

part of a close-knit group.

Sometimes their sense of commu-
nity seemed to move beyond the

boundaries of their ordinary lives. I

treasure one memory in particular. A
troop of baboons in Gombe Stream

National Park, Tanzania, were travehng

to their sleeping grove late one after-

noon, moving slowly down a stream

punctuated by smooth boulders and

still pools. Without any perceptible sig-

nal, everyone stopped and then sat,

alone or in small clusters, gazing into

the pools. Even the perpetually noisy,

scrappy juveniles fell into silent con-

templation. Half an hour later, again

with no signal I could detect, they re-

sumed their journey, in what felt to me

Once Ifell asleep surrounded by WO baboons, only

to wake up alone exceptfor an adolescent male.

This was difficult when I thought in

terms ot my culturally constructed,

specifically human identity; easier when

I thought of myself as just another pri-

mate. In the saine way, upon returning

to civilization I tried to judge other

people less. Again, this proved easier

when I remembered that they, too, are

just other primates, doing the best they

can in a world ever more alien to their

animal natures.

Although every baboon (or chim-

panzee or dolphin) is a distinct, highly

individuated self, each seems to exist si-

multaneously as self-in-community or

even as self-in-communion. When the

baboons responded to an intrusion into

their home range by a neighboring

troop, they could move as one toward

the enemy, like a well-trained army. But

they also expressed community when

they were well fed and facing no threat.

Gathering on their sleeping cliffs at

night, the group would sing a song of

gentle grunts, with the deep voices of

the adult males, the softer voices of the

females, and the high-pitched voices of

the young blending in a harmony that

like an almost sacramental procession. I

was stunned by this mysterious expres-

sion ofwhat I have come to think of as

a baboon sangha (spiritual community)

.

A rhythm of change Hes at the cen-

ter of this account. My relationship

with the natural world began with a

longing to be in nature, a longing

stemming in part from a sense of sepa-

ration from nature. Over time, the feel-

ing of separation dissolved. I discovered

that I am as intrinsic a part of the wild

landscape as are the baboons, and I

learned that my body, hke theirs, har-

bors the wisdom of the ages. This wis-

dom connects me to everyone and

everything else, reminding me that

every habitat is someone's dearest

home. All of it is aHve, and all of it de-

serves reverence.

Barbara Smuts, author of Sex and Friend-

ship in Baboons (Harvard University

Press, 1999), teaches animal behavior in

the psychology department of the University

of Michigan. Her current research interests

include greeting behavior in wild baboons

and social play among domestic dogs.
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Ifyou Ve lookingfor an autumnal vacation thafs a

little more exciting tha72 leafpeeking, take flight

andjoin the fall Tnigration to peek at some of the

most breathtaking beauty in the world. You can take flight to Central Park in

New York City and watch the hawks migrate southfroiii Belvedere Castle, oryou

can take flight to Latin America and the Caribbean toflnd a colorful quetzal in

Costa Rica. A birding vacation is the perfect fall getaway, a chance to

experience nature''s riches in a new and exciting way.

Christopher Columbus first gave Costa Rica

her name: "rich coast." With only 20,000

square miles, Costa Rica is rich in biodiversity

and natural beauty. The government has protected

30 percent of its territory in national parks and

forest preserves, allowing visitors to take advantage

of this incredibly rich coast. And with almost 850

species of birds, Costa Rica has long been famous

among bird watchers.

Visitors usually fly into Costa Rica's Juan
Santamaria International Airport, located in the

capital, San Jose. Although San Jose was founded

in the mid-1600s, it didn't become the nation's

capital until the 1820s, after Costa Rica's independence

from Spain. Make sure you spend at least a day in

this bustling colonial city before heading out to

explore the rest of the country. Your first stop in

San Jose should be the offices of the Costa Rican

Institute of Tourism. The ICT can help point you

in the right direction and provide you with a map
of the city to help you get your bearings.

After taking advantage of San Jose's lovely

parks, cathedrals, and museums, you can take a day

trip or several overnight trips to Costa Rica's Central

Valley. The Reserva Forestal Cordillera Volcanica

Central is made up of close to 165,000 acres of

protected land, including three national parks and

a variety of private and national forestry reserves.

Here you can easily explore the Volcano Route between

four of the area's volcanoes — Irazii, Turrialba,

Barva, and Poas.

One of Costa Rica's newest ecotourism destinations

is located only an hour out of San Jose, near Poas

Volcano National Park. La Paz Waterfall Gardens

offers visitors the choice of four hiking trails

that wind around five waterfalls and through a

tropical forest.

Before heading down to the falls, the trail first

leads into a huge butterfly observatory. The
enclosed structure allows butterflies to soar freely

while visitors walk around the natural habitat. The

next stop on the trail is a lovely hummingbird

garden that 16 different species of hummingbirds

call home. After exploring the Central Valley, you

can find plenty of restaurants in San Jose to help

extend the pleasures of the day. Nearly every

cuisine in the world is represented, and each one

will include typical "Tico" warmth and hospitality.

This special editorial/advertising supplement wis created hy the Natural History Special Sections Department and did not involve the magazine !r editorial stajf.

Writer: Stephanie Fekety -Design: Maria Volpe Photography: Courtesy of the Instituto Costarricense de Turismo and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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fAGLE OPTICS
OPTIC OUTF

BAUSCH & LOMB
ELITE- BINOCULARS

AND SPOTTING SCOPES
WITH RAINGUARD"^

In a class by itself, the

Bausch & Lomb Elite®

binocular boasts unparalleled

workmanship & optics for hireling,

butterflying, or nature viewing.

Advanced technology makes the

Elite' spotting scope the standard

against which other spotting scopes

are measured for brightness, clarity

and resolution of detail.

BAUSCH
&LOMB

'V/̂

vO .^/

Call for a free Optics Buying

and price list on all major bi

.„ Guide
brands!

PAGLE OPTICS
>-' OPTIC OUTFITTERS ^

T^800'289-1132
or vrsil our online store at

www.eagleopticsxom

agle Optics, the leader in supplying optic

equipment to bird watchers, amateur

astronomers, and outdoor enthusiasts,

.J ^k - J^^f J supports a number of nature festivals around

^/: JBKhHk^hI the country, and this fall is no exception. On
October 4- 7, Eagle Optics is a proud sponsor of the Florida Birding Festival

and Nature Expo at the Harborview Center in Clearwater, Florida.

The Expo will offer field trips, exhibitions, demonstrations, and lectures.

Take an expedition through Pinellas County's newest park. Wall Springs.

And an evening walk on the beach under the stars will be a remarkable

nature experience as guests learn about tidal influences and discover the

birds, crustaceans, and other creatures that make the beach home. An impressive

lineup of keynote speakers includes Dr. Jerry Jackson, who will present

"JohnJames Audubon - His Art and Science;" Arthur Morris, who will teach

the "Art of Bird Photography;" and Paul Konrad, who will host "Favorite

Birding Hotspots."

In addition to promoting the natural beauty of Florida, the festival's goal

is to expand conservation and environmental management efforts throughout

the Tampa Bay area. To support this effort, proceeds from the festival will

benefit the Pinellas County Environmental Foundation (PCEF).

Plus Eagle Optics will feature some of the newest equipment available to

make your nature experiences even better. From optics, outdoor gear, and

apparel for birding, butterfly watching, and hiking, Eagle Optics is an expert.

bimons isia^

Located on the Atlantic Flyway, off the Georgia coast. Little St. Simons

Island is a favorite fall migration spot. Make sure to bring your binoculars,

camera, and plenty of film. You can see red knots, dunlins, and sandpipers as

they rest and forage for food on the beaches, using the untouched island habitat

as a safe haven during their journey south.

Little St. Simons Island is a privately owned 10,000-acre barrier island.

Accessible only by boat and allowing just 30 overnight guests. The Lodge at

Little St. Simons Island provides the perfect birding vacation.

i
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1)1 birds, access to binding sites,

and the amenities and conN'enience

)t Gulf Shores and Orange Beach make

Alabama's (jiilt Coast an ideal destination for birders. Tiie

fall bird migration takes place from mid-September

through mid-No\embcr and offers some of the most

exciting migratorv bird watching in the ct)untr\'.

One of \'our stops on the Alabama Coast should be the Bird Banding Station at l-'ort Nbjrgan State Park.

This fall's bird banding will take place from October 6th through the 18th. The Hummingbird Stud\' Gnjup

capnires and bands hummingbirds and other Neotropical migrants at this historic location, which is the last

departure point for thousands of migrating birds before they journey across the Gulf of Mexico. Banding

sessions at the Fort Morgan Bird Banding Station are open to the general public. There is an admission fee to

get into the fort, but the banding sessions are tree.

Before you head down south, call the .Vlabama Gulf Coast Con\ention & N'isitors Bureau for a copy of

the Alabama Coastal Birding Trail brochure, a .^1-page booklet, complete with maps and full-color photographs,

that introduces \isitors to the trail. The brochure gi\es directions to the area's most-frequented birding

spots and lists the indigenous Alabama birds and migratory Neotropical songbirds that might be observed in

the different habitats around the Gulf Coast.

The Lodge on Little St. Simons island

Exclusive lO.OOO-acre Georgia island

paradise, 7 mile pristine beach, 280 bird

species, recreational activities, regional

cuisine and just thirty guests. Voted "Best

Small Hotel in North
America", 2000 Conde Nast -w^ x
Readers' Choice awards.

www,LittleS6imonslsland.com L 1 1 1 L h

r ,
.

I
.

I

ST. .SIMONS
Exclusive island rental , c i a m r^

available.
ISLANU

Wh ere

Head to Alabama's gulf coast... For vacation

1 -ii . I r- J U-- J J information, visit
where you 11 not only tind sugar-white sand and J

,, L L J J r r- J- u- J www.sulfshores.com
emerald water, but hundreds of species oi indiffenous birds S J

and neo-tropical migrants—up close and personal

—

among some of the world's most glorious preserves.

forests, and saltwater marshes.

Call for your Alabama Coastal Birding Trait Guide today.

or call toll-free

1-877-722-004.4..

I b J t h t e
GULF Shores

ORANGE BEACH
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hether you bird-watch in your local park or

while spending a week on a tropical birding

vacation, you know that a fine, high-quality

binocular is a necessity. Swift Instruments has been a

leader in designing and manufacturing innovative

bird-watching optics for the past 40 years. And although

you can see a tremendous amount with the naked

eye, with the added strength of a binocular especially

designed for birding, you can actually see the details

of a wood stork fishing for food or a parrot roosting

in the mangroves.

This year, Swift introduced the Swift 829 Warbler,

a newly designed waterproof binocular that weighs

only 20 ounces. Specifically designed with a bird

watcher in mind, this binocular has a textured

rubber-armored covering that helps to keep it quiet, absorb shock, and

makes it easy to grip and hold onto. Its multicoated optics resolve images

with tremendous clarity and high definition. The perfect traveling

companion, this binocular can be worn all day hiking on the trail or

cruising along the coastline without causing neck fatigue.

Norwegian
Coastal Voyage

September and October are the perfect

months to witness Norway's bird migration

across the North Sea. If hiking isn't your

cup of tea, take a journey to the heart of

Norway on a Norwegian Coastal Voyage.

This unique fleet carries passengers,

mail, and supplies to over 30 ports, most

never visited by cruise liners. Choose

between three distinct vessel types in

the 11 -strong Norwegian registered

fleet, with departures every day of the

year Follow the stunning coastline from

the temperate climate of Bergen in the

south to the dramatic fjords in the Land

of the Midnight Sun near the Russian

border The long Norwegian coast is

home to millions of seabirds, including

a large number of auks and kittiwakes,

which are found in the northern half of

the country.

Made for the
Great Outdoors

SwiftjB25R EACLET - 7X, 36mm, Lightweight 20 oz.

# % Ainored and WATERPROOF

* ^ ''
^m^

Featuring||igh definition multi-coated

Oleics for an especially bright

image in fair or foul

weather.

Swift Instruments
952 Dorchester Ave.,

Boston, MA 02125 (617) 436-2960
In Canada: Vision Canada. LTD, Pickering, ONT. LiW jSi

BIRDS!

SEE swift's complete LINE OF QUALITY OPTICS ON THE WEB AT! WWW.SWIFT-0PTKS.COM

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC. ISA PKOUD SPONiOR OF STOKES BIRDS AT HOME

Go To Extremes
For Adventure,

NCV Expedition Cruises to

Antarctica & The Chilean Fjords,

Greenland, and Spitsbergen.

Three never-to-be-

forgotten journeys

filled with awe-

inspiring landscapes

and fascinating

wildlife. All of the cruises feature on-

board lectures, expedition guides, and

Zodiac shore excursions.

For a free brochure, including our

Norway Cruise & Land vacations, call

1-800-205-3005.

T^i??"*' Norwegian Coastal Voyage Inc.

BERGEN LINE SERVICES
www.coastalvoyage.com
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11 rhc tall, s|i;irri)\\ s, warblers, aiuj \cllow

throats all stop in Maryland on their annual

iiiigracion south. Visit Charles County to take

acKantage of a dense population of nesting hald

eagles, acres of beautiful forestland, and 1 5U

miles of spectacular shoreline. The counts' is

bordered on the east and S(juth b\- the Potomac

Ri\er, on the west b\' the \\ icomico Ri\er, and

on the north by the Mattawoman Creek. The habitat includes many large and small

lakes, ponds, and extensi\e wetlands.

Chicamu.ven Wildlife Management .\rea abounds with a wide \arier\' of waterfowl

species. Check \'our held g'uide to identif}' gadwalls, widgeons, wood ducks, h(joded

mergansers, ringnecks, and maybe a .scalup or a camasback. .\Lso, adult and immanire

bald eagles can be seen almost dail\- hunting the marshes and upland areas.

Birding in \\brcester Count)' offers a remarkable unspoiled wilderness that attracts,

sustains, and protects much natural life. Within a radius of just a few miles exist the

unique—yet easiK' accessible-worlds of a barrier island, a cypress swamp, centuries-old

forest, tidal wetlands, and secluded fields. Stop along the coast in Assateague and \iew

innumerable migratory species, including peregrine falcons, merlins, and enormous

Hocks of tree swallows continuing their flight south.

For More Information

.Mabarna Ciult Coast Convention and
N'isitors Bureau
I SdO 74.^ S.WD
www.gulfshores.tom

Costa Rica Tourist Board

I SOO .?4.1 M12
www.rourisin-costarica.com

I'lorida Birding Festival

1 ,S77rL.VBIRD
www.pccf.org.

The Lodge on Little St. Simons Island

1 888 73.? .v74

www.LittlcStSimonslsland.com

Xorweclan Coastal \bvage
1 SOO 205 .?005

www.norwegiancoastahoyage.com

Charles Counts' Oflicc of Tourism
1 8(10 SO.MD.FUN
www.e.xplorecharlescomd.com

Worcester County Tourism Office

1 800 852 0335

www.visitworcesterxjrg

Eagle Optics

1 800 284 I ) 32

www.eagleoptics.coni

Swift Instruments

1 800 446 1116

www.swift-0£tics.coni

Ci^Mtct (?«iv»*tj^-t Pctc^*y-^^ KMJt^

BY0*l0AT
""""'"" iflwtWkCitl

www.exploFechar1escomd.com
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THIS LAND

The view northwest from the Devils Causeway

Colorado's Flat Tops
Lava, glaciers, wind, and water have left a legacy of eye-catching mountains.

By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

In
northwestern Colorado, within

the great Rocky Mountain range,

is a mass of blunt-topped

mountains known as the Flat Tops.

Pasing roughly 9,000 to 12,000 feet

above sea level, they have been carved

out at the eastern edge of a large

plateau by the action of wind, water,

and Ice Age glaciers. The patterns of

erosion are striking, in part because

underlying layers of sedimentary rocks

(sandstone, Hmestone, shale) are

capped by a harder layer of basalt, a

volcanic rock. Some of the moimtains

have amphitheater-Hke shapes that

almost appear to be the work of giants.

Flowing westward across the

plateau from the Flat Tops is the

White River, a tributary of the

Colorado. It passes through roUing

grasslands and, in less arid areas

(generally on north- or east-facing

slopes and along streams), through

stands of forest. Above the timberhne,

which lies at about 10,200 feet, the

habitat is alpine tundra. From there

down to about 8,100 feet is a

subalpine forest with subalpine fir,

mountain ash, and other species.

Below this level grows montane forest,

where the subalpine fir and mountain

ash are virtually absent. A spruce bark

beede epidemic in the middle of the



twentieth (.L'titiny kit Ix-liiiul iii.iiiy
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area, so it is often ivtciivil to ,is the

Ghost Forest.

The Flat Tops f.ill witlun the Koutt

.iiul the White Kiver National Forests,

where a nearly 37()-square-niile

section has been designated the Flat

Tops Wilderness Area. This rugged

zone is otT-limits to motorized

vehicles and ecjuipnient, but a scenic,

mostly gravel highway meanders

across the plateau for eighty-two

miles, connecting Yampa and

I'hippsburg in the east to Meeker in

the west. Taken westward, the

highway first climbs to Dunckley Pass

and, after following a roller-coaster

course, tops out at 10,343 feet at

Ripple Creek Pass. It then descends

toward the North Fork of the White

River. The main road continues

downriver, but a turnotf can be

followed upriver for about eight miles

to Trappers Lake, near which are a

campground and the Trappers Lake

Lodge and Resort.

Trappers Lake, which hes within

the wilderness area, was the first U.S.

National Forest property to be treated

as a wilderness—long before Congress

passed die Wilderness Act of 1964. In

I'M 9 the U.S. Forest Service hired a

young lanclscape architect, Arthur H.

Carhart, and told him to do a survey

for a road around the lake and several

liomesites on the lakeshore. Carhart

completed the task but urged his

supervisor, Carl Stalil, to save the lake

for wilderness recreation. Stahl backed

the recommendation, and in 1920

Trappers Lake was declared an area to

be kept free of roads and development.

Carhart's vision remains a landmark in

the history of wilderness preservation:

"There is a limit to the number ot

lands of shoreline on the lakes; there is

a limit to the number of lakes in

e>dstence; there is a Hmit to the

mountainous areas of the world," he

wrote in a memorandum. "There are

portions of natural scenic beaurs'

which .lie (lod-in.ide,

aiul . . , which of a right

sluuikl be the property of

all people."

Trappers Lake is ne.irly

a mile and a half long and

a litde more than half a

mile across at its widest

point. Providing a

formidable background on

its northeast side is the so-

called Chinese Willi, a

sheer face that rises 1 ,65(

)

feet. This bas;ilt formarion

extends tor nearly five

miles in an irregular

semicircle. Because of its

sheerness and direct

exposure to the afternoon

sun, the side facing the

lake is bare of vegetation

except for some rock-

hugging lichens.

The view of the

Chinese WiU from below

is rewarding enough, but

adventuresome hikers can

take various trails that

provide a close-up experience. (Horses

may also be hired at the lodge.) My
wife, Beverly, and I took the Stillwate

Trail, which heads east from Trappers

Lake, passes Litrie Trappers Lake, and,

after a sharp bend, comes face-to-face

with the wall. At tliis point the trail

climbs over the formation's south end,

going from 10,000 feet to 1 1,000 feet

in httle more than a nfrle. After another

mile, we turned onto the Chinese Will

Trail, which winds northward near the

top of the mountain.

Two miles along this route, we

came to a branch trail leading east to

the Devils Causeway. This, we soon

discovered, is a craggy ridge only four

feet wide, with precipitous 1,500-foot

drop-offs on both sides. The passage

looked fir too scary, so we retraced

our steps and continued north. Atter a

gende descent, we reached the Lost

Lakes Trail and headed back south to

complete our round trip.

Top: The Chinese Wall viewed from

Trappers Lake. Above: An aerial view

shows the wall as a dark, shadowy edge

beginning at bottom left.

Rohcn H. Mohlciibwck. professor emeritus

oj plant biology cit Soiirliern Illinois

University, Carboiidale, explores the

biological iiiid geological highlights ot U.S.

national forests and other parklands.
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Indian paintbrush and other wildflowers

For visitor information, contact:

Forest Supervisor

Medicine Bow—Routt National Forests

2468 Jackson Street

Laraniie, WY 82070

(307) 745-2300

www.fs.fed.us/nirnf/

Forest Supervisor

White River National Forest

P.O. Box 948

900 Grand Avenue

Glenwood Springs, CO 81602

(970) 945-2521

www.fs.fed.us/r2/whiteriver/

HABITATS

Grassy meadows often appear on flat

terrain and on west- or south-facing

slopes. Slender wheatgrass, nodding

brome, fringed brome, oat grass, red

fescue, June grass, and mountain

muhly are the most abundant species

in dry areas. Most of these flower

beginning in July and continuing on

into autumn. Where a more moist

habitat is created by seeps, the grasses

include redtop and meadow foxtail.

Above 10,000 feet, Thurber's fescue

and alpine timothy are common.

Roads that penetrate the Flat Tops

have disturbed the native vegetation,

permitting the invasion of European

species such as orchard grass and

timothy, along with opportunistic

wildflowers such as milfoil (yarrow),

oxeye daisy, fleabane, Indian

paintbrush, and thistles.

Alpine tundra vegetation consists of

dwarfwiUow trees about one foot taU,

an abundance of sedges, and various

deep-rooted, mat-forming

wildflowers. Among these are

nailwort, slender mountain sandwort,

rock jasmine, and alpine primrose.

Subalpine forest has subalpine fir,

Engelmann spruce, lodgepole pine,

and mountain ash. Myrtle-leaved

blueberry is the most abundant shrub,

while a species of wild rose (Rosa

woodsii) and Colorado currant are also

common. Wildflowers include

larkspurs, Colorado blue columbine

(the state flower), several species of

beard-tongue (Pensteiiwn), sweet cicely,

Jacob 's-ladder, and several kinds of

Arnica—whose flower heads resemble

those of daisies, except that they are

entirely yellow or orange.

Montane forest has lodgepole pine and

Engelmann spruce, with Douglas fir

often found on north slopes and

ponderosa pine on south slopes. Other

trees include aspen and Rocky

Mountain maple. The mixture of

shrubs and wildflowers is similar to that

in the subalpine zone, but wax currant

grows here instead of Colorado currant.

Wetland habitat appears along the

streams and around the ponds and

lakes that dot the plateau. These areas

are often lined with Geyer's wlUow,

Wolf's willow, and narrowleaf

Cottonwood. Red elderberry,

snowberry, and a species of prickly

currant are common in the shrub zone.

Among the wildflowers are a wild

geranium, an aster (Aster porteri) with

smooth stems and leaves, leafy arnica,

yellow monkey flower, meadow rue,

and bluebells. The scouring rush, a

spore-bearing plant with jointed,

leafless stems, is also common.
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STAY AWAY FROM TOBACCO Sden-

tists have long known that plants can send a

strong message to hungry insects by releasing

volatile, sniffable chemicals. Now a team of

entomologists led by Consuelo De Moraes, of

the USDA-ARS Center for Medical, Agricultural,

and Veterinary Entomology in Gainesville,

Florida, has found that not only does at least

one plant

—

Nicotiana tabacum, the most com-

mon species of tobacco—emit volatile chemi-

cals by day, it emits a different blend of chem-

icals by night. And this cyclical chemical

production is closely linked to the life cycle of

the plant's main nonhuman consumer, the

tobacco budworm (Heliothis virescens), whose

adult stage is a nocturnal moth.

The newly discovered nighttime blend of

volatile compounds released by N. tabacum

can be detected by receptors on the moth's an-

tennae; the female moth interprets the com-

pounds as a warning that the plant is satu-

rated with competitive insect larvae or that it

is of low nutritional value. Either way, she

tends to get the message and go elsewhere to

lay her eggs.

If, however, a moth manages to lay eggs

on N. tabacum's leaves, and caterpillars emerg-

ing from those eggs feast on the leaves in the

light of day, the caterpillars' saliva is drawn

into the plant's vasculature. There it stimulates

the production of daytime-only compounds.

These attract the tobacco budworm's natural

predators, which follow the wafting chemicals

to the infected plant and dine on the caterpil-

lars. The researchers are now exploring whether

the moths are "making sophisticated choices

based on the likely pres-

ence of particular larval

competitors and perhaps

even of particular predators

and parasitoids." ("Cater-

pillar-Induced Nocturnal

Plant Volatiles Repel Con-

specific Females" and

"Night Moves of Pregnant

Moths," Nature 410,

2001)—Heather Van Doren

SHARK TALES Surpris-

ingly little has been known

about how the great white

shark (Carcharodon carchar-

ias) goes about its daily business. But new ge-

netic research shows that in some ways, the

great white behaves more like a marine mam-

mal than like other fish.

Zoologist Amanda T. Pardini, of the Univer-

sity of Aberdeen in Scotland, and colleagues ex-

amined mitochondrial DNA (which is inherited

only from the mother), as well as DNA inherited

from both parents, in great whites in South

African, New Zealand, and Australian waters.

Analysis of the mitochondrial DNA showed

that the sharks from Australia and New Zealand

constitute a single population, genetically dif-

ferent from the South African sharks. But when

the researchers tested the bi-parentally inher-

ited DNA, they found no significant genetic

differences between the two groups. These

apparently contradictory results suggest that

female great whites seldom stray from their

native territories and so never have an oppor-

tunity to pass on their mitochondrial DNA to

other populations, whereas males go much far-

ther afield and contribute genes to different

populations, negating local differences that

arise in the bi-parentally inherited genome. A

disparity between the home ranges of males

and females is also commonly found in marine

mammals such as whales and dolphins. ("Sex-

Biased Dispersal of Great White Sharks," Nature

412, 2001)—Kirsten L Weir

EXPANSIVE INSECTS Climate warming

has increased the amount of suitable breeding

ground available to a few fortunate insects

whose need for warmth used to confine them

to scattered tepid areas. According to C. D.

Thomas, of the University of Leeds, and col-

leagues, the silver-spotted skipper (Hespena

comma), a butterfly previously restricted to

south- and southwest-facing chalk grassland

fragments in southeastern England, now roams

a wider territory, encompassing east-, west-,

and north-facing hillsides as well. Since 1982,

the area hospitable to the butterfly has dou-

bled, the distances between the separate

patches of hospitable land have decreased, and

H. comma populations have begun to generate

emigrants. As a result, the butterfly's geo-

graphic range has tripled.

Another butterfly that has expanded its

horizons is the brown argus (Aricia agrestis) in

central England. Historically, in the southern

partis of its range, its host plants were primar-

ily Geranium species. In the northern, cooler

partis, it favored Helianthemum chamaedstus, a

plant that grows on sheltered or south-facing

hillsides, which are likely to be warmer than

most Geranium habitats. During the past

twenty years, however, the brown argus has

been spreading its wings—mostly northward

into Geranium-nch areas. Why is the butterfly

lighting on northern geraniums that previously

it did not bother with? Answer: climate. In the

1980s and 1990s, the northern Geranium habi-

tats warmed. Not only has the brown argus

moved into those habitats, it's been using

them as stepping-stones to populations of H.

chamaedstus that used to be too far apart.

The researchers also found that two spe-

cies of bush crickets have prospered. Formerly

restricted to southern coastal areas of England,

the long-winged cone-head (Conocephalus dis-

color) and the flying form of Roesel's bush

cricket (Metrioptera roeselii) have begun to

spread northward and inland. ("Ecological and

Evolutionary Processes at Expanding Range

Margins," Nature 411, 2001)—^ofe Hamill
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Braeburn apple, Wenatchee, Washington
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Eating apples were first harvested millennia

ago in central Asia. Humans have been
tinkering with the fruit ever since.

A Roman mosaic,

below, shows

farmers grafting

apple trees.

Opposite page:

The harvest at an

organic orchard in

Washington State.

One
autumn morning not long ago, I was

1 walking down a row of espaHered apple

trees near Geneva, New York. I was vis-

iting the biggest living library of apple

trees anywhere in the world—the Plant

Genetic Resources Unit of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture (USDA), based at Cornell University.

The day was cold and the sky leaden, promising an

early snow, but maples in full autumn color ringed

the field and echoed the cheerful reds, russets, and

yellows of the apples. Some of the apple trees had

drooping Hmbs; some grew straight and stiff. The
shape of the leaves and the color of the bark varied,

as did the fruit—some in clusters, some dangling

independently. Some apples were huge, others not

even bite-sized. The names of some apples were

unfamiliar to me, yet they tasted so good that I

wondered why they weren't in markets. Others

were so sour or bad-tasting that I quickly under-

stood what apple growers mean by the word "spit-

ters." The trees—and the look and taste of the fruit

they bore—were so dissimilar that it was hard to

believe the entire group was botanically related. But

my guide for the morning, Philip ForsHne, curator

of apples and sour cherries for the USDA, told me
that even bad-tasting ones could be of interest be-

cause of their manner of growth, time of bearing,

hardiness, or resistance to disease and pests.

Commercial apples are a serious business in the

United States, the world's second-largest apple-

producing country (after China). Putting in a com-

mercial orchard or replanting an old one with a

new variety takes money, time, and labor. Years pass

before new trees bear enough fruit to pay back the

orchardist for the investment, so apple developers

need to be sure of the qualities being packed into a

new variety before they promote it. And this is

where apples present a real challenge. Nearly every

apple tree grown from a seed is a new variety,

whose fruit may not be at all Uke that of the mother

tree. Such unpredictability is a serious problem for

orchardists. Their most common solution—in-

vented long before there was a sheep named

DoUy—has been a type of cloning known as graft-

ing, an ingenious way that humankind discovered

to make an end run around the intricacies of apple

genetics. Orchardists take a shoot (called a scion)

from a tree that bears good eating apples and bind

the shoot to the trunk of a tree that doesn't produce

good apples but has other desirable properties, such

as vigor, resistance to disease, or the abihty to stay a

manageable size. The grafted shoot will grow up to

produce the same good apples as the tree it was

taken from. It is a clone of that tree, growing on an-

other root system.

A hands-on solution to a practical problem,

grafting offers little insight into apple genetics,

which are so complex that bewildered botanists

used to think that apples did not obey Mendel's

laws. It is true that the progeny grown from the
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seeds of an ,i|i|ilc live do not sore themselves out

into tlie neat, predictaLile pattern that Gregor

Mendel first laid out in the lSC)()s with his pea

plants. Hut we now know that Mendel was liieky.

The pea plant traits he studied (Howcr color, for in-

stance) are controlled by single genes (or "factors"

of inheritance, as he called them). More often,

though, a single trait is affected by nu)iv than one

gene. In addition, certain genes are expressed onK-

Apple growers have

benefited from the fruits

easygoing acceptance of
extra chromosomes.

when environmental conditions acti\'ate them (such

as the darkening ot Siamese kittens' paws due to the

lower temperature of their extremities). And that's

just tor starters.

Like cats and people, most apple trees are

diploid—that is, their genes occur on pairs of chro-

mosomes. Typically, apples have seventeen pairs of

chromosomes, for a total ot thirt\'-tbur. But some

\ arieties are haploid, with seventeen single chromo-

somes. Others, especially among crab apples, are

polyploid, which means that their chromosomes

are not paired but tripled, quadrupled, quintupled,

or even wadded up into bundles of six. In tact,

some apples have as many as eighty-five chromo-

somes. And each of the genes on each of the chro-

mosomes can have ditferent alleles (alternative

forms). A single seed may thus contain a lot ot ge-

netic variation that has accumulated down through

the ancestral hues.

Orchardists have unquestionably benefited firom

the apple's easygoing acceptance of extra chromo-

somes. Many tamiliar varieties ot apples are poly-

ploid: Stayman, Jonagold, Baldwin, and the beloved

old pie apple Rhode Island Greening. The Jon-

agold is a modern, contrived cross between

Jonathan and Golden Dehcious parents. But the

Stayman sprang up all on its own, from a Winesap

seedling in Kansas; the Baldwin and Rhode Island

Greening, too, were spontaneous polyploids.

The desire tor a predictable product, however,

has led most growers to focus on a very limited por-

tion of the apple's tremendous genetic diversity'. In

tact, the vast majority of contemporary apples are

the progeny ofjust a few varieties—a dozen at best.

As a result, today's available genetic base is meager

compared w^ith that in the nineteenth century,

uluii .111 estimated 7,000 or more kinds of apples

were cultivated. In addition, many of the varieties

commercially grown today "present well" (that is,

h.ive a unitbrm, unblemished appearance), but they

no longer have much flavor. This is why many hor-

ticulturists have recently been devoting themselves

to tracking down oki varieties on abandoned farms

and in old cow pastures. And it is why, since 1989,

the USDA has been sending scientists on collecting

expeditions to the presumed birthplace of eating

apples: the high-altitude forests of Kazakhstan, in

central Asia.

The apple brought back to the Cornell facility-

from Kazakhstan is Malm sici'crsii, a tree with no

common name. Many researchers, including Philip

Forsline. believe that M. sici'crsii is the principal an-

cestor of all the varieties of apples we buy at the su-

permarket, which are collectively known as M. x

doiiwstica. The M. skversii seeds gathered during the

first expedition to this species' homeland—in the

region of the Kazakhstani industrial town of Al-

maty (formerly Alma-Ata, "father of apples")

—

have produced trees that are now mature enough to

bear apples. Trees at the facilin.- are grown in tight,

close rows, which keeps them more compact and

unitorm than they would be in their native forests.

Nevertheless, even to an untrained eye the indi\'id-

Legendary

apples, opposite

page: The

Hesperides guard

a tree bearing

the golden

apples given to

Hera as a

wedding present.

Below:

Temptation of

Eve, by the

sculptor

Gislebertus,

ca. 1130.

ual trees show obvious differences. The leaves are of

various shapes and hues; the trees branch and twig

in ditrerent ways. Some send up many stems, giving

the trees a shrubby appearance.

Also in the USDA coUection are younger M.

sici'crsii trees, grown from seeds gathered more re-

cenriy and a long way from Almar\-. in places that

have never been farmed. Too young to bear fi-uit.

these trees are still thorny, betraying their relation-

ship to roses. (Roses and apples belong to the large

familv Rosaceae, which also includes strawberries.
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Ready for the

harvest: Three-

year-old Gala

apple trees In a

commercial

orchard, right.

Below: Grafting

involves inserting

and sealing

"scion wood"

into slits in a

tree's trunk.

pears, and the stone fruits,

such as plums, cherries, and

apricots.) Some of the new

seedHngs are already show-

ing resistance to various

pests and diseases. Accord-

ing to ForsUne, "The inter-

esting thing is that since the

trees in the apple forests

grow up from seeds, each is

different from its neighbor.

You can see a healthy tree

growing right next to a dis-

eased one. Resistance is ge-

netic. We think it would be

good if we can incorporate

resistance into commercial

varieties of apples."

Apples of the species M.

sieversii were first described

in modern times by P. S.

Pallas, a German naturahst

who in 1786 saw them

growing in the Caucasus,

where, he noted, apple trees competed for domi-

nance with oaks. In 1911 Frank Meyer, an Ameri-

can who traveled the world looking for unusual

plants, took note of the apple forests in the Tien

Shan ("mountains of heaven"), a range straddling

the border where China meets Kazakhstan and

Kyrgyzstan. Meyer had crossed into those moun-

tains from China in early spring and had spent the

next few months exploring the range, struck by the

unusual forests of apples he found, sometimes at al-

titudes of 10,000 feet. No one followed up on his

discovery until the 1920s, when Russian agrono-

mists started investigating the area.

People who think the apple originated in

Kazakhstan theorize that M. sieversii probably

hybridized rapidly with crab apples native to central

Asia. According to some botanists, it is those hy-

brids, not pure M. sieversii, that became the ances-

tors of what we now think of as proper eating ap-

ples. But others disagree, seeing the wide

distribution of crab apples—which are native not

only to Asia but to northern latitudes around the

world—as evidence for apples having had other

places of origin. Through genetic change, crab ap-

ples might, on their own, have come to produce

apples that were sweeter and bigger—the ancestors

of domestic apples.

The question of whether apples began in one

place or several may now have been settled by

Barrie Juniper and other scientists at the University

of Oxford, who have been analyzing the chloroplast

and nuclear-DNA sequences of cultivated apples in

order to untangle their origins. Their work to date

has uncovered no evidence that M. sieversii hy-

bridized as it moved westward—supporting the

claim that the wild apple forests of Kazakhstan

did indeed give rise to the sweet eating apple.

Grafting was humankind's

way of making an end run

around the complexities of
apple genetics.

Wherever apples originated, by the middle of

the third millennium B.C., tasty eating apples were

being cultivated far to the west of the Tien Shan

range, even as far as Persia. By the first millennium

B.C., apples had become a standard part of the diet

of the well-to-do in the Mediterranean world. The

Romans spread the knowledge of apples and their

cultivation throughout the territories they con-

quered. By medieval times, orchardists in Europe

had become so skilled that the privileged classes

could ofrer apples to their guests every month of

the year by growing some varieties that ripened

early and others that were "good keepers," retaining

their freshness through the winter. To own an apple

orchard was as much a source of pride as having a

good wine cellar is today.



Yet apples were not iiniversally admired during

the Middle Ages, especially among the less privi-

leged. Popular wisdom had it that apples caused

"bad stomachs" and fever, as well as "ill humors."

This belief may well have been reinforced by the

apple's association with the Fall in various transla-

tions of the Bible, including the King James Ver-

sion (though in the oldest Hebrew and Greek

texts, the Tree of Knowledge bears merely a gener-

alized "fruit").

For several hundred years, apples were treated

with some suspicion, but by the seventeenth cen-

tury the truit was back in favor, and many vari-

eties were being grown and grafted throughout

Europe. Settlers in the New World, finding the

place lacking in sweet apples, were quick to im-

port them from Europe. New Englanders grew

apples not so much for eating as for animal teed

and cider making. (At the time, access to potable

water was not a simple matter of turning on the

tap, and the newcomers needed to produce a bev-

erage that would satisfy thirst without making

them ill. Cider, fresh or hard, was such a drink.) For

these purposes, good earing apples were not neces-

sary. In addition, the first settlers—often urban

dwellers unskilled in rural crafts—may simply have

been ignorant of grafting.

Above: Apple

specialist Philip

Forsline in a

Kazakhstan! forest

of Malus sieversii.

Map: The town of

Almaty is known

as the "father of

apples."

For whatever reasons, most apple trees in

America grew for a couple of centuries without

benefit of grafts. And without grafting to produce

only selected strains, the rich genetic heritage

locked up inside the wild apple trees was allowed

expression—serving as what one collector ot wild

apple seedlings called "the biggest genetic experi-

ment the planet has ever seen." This genetic exper-

iment was taken westward by John Chapman, bet-

ter known to generations of Americans as Johnny

Appleseed, who traveled more than 100,000 miles

across the Midwest, handing out and planting apple

seeds along the way. Since he was a foUower ot

Emanuel Swedenborg. an eighteenth-century

Swedish scientist and relii^ious thinker who con-
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Isaac Newton's

tree-shaded

worktable,

below. Did a

falling apple

inspire his

concept of

gravity?

Opposite page:

Fluctuating

summer weather

resulted in three

stages of bloom

at one time for a

Braeburn apple.

demned tampering with the will of nature, Chap-

man eschewed grafting.

By the time of Johnny Appleseed's death in

1845, however, grafting was becoming the pre-

ferred method of propagation for serious commer-
cial orchardists in the United States, as had long

been the case in Europe. Greater control over apple

production led to a growing emphasis on the ap-

pearance, shipping, and keeping qualities of apples

rather than on their flavor. And by limiting the ge-

netic base of the apples they grew, orchardists in-

creasingly found the fruit susceptible to scab,

mildew, brown rot, and a host of other diseases

—

not to mention coddling moths, aphids, and spider

mites, three of the hundreds of insects and mites

that plague the modern grower. Nowadays those

diseases and pests are fought with a whole witches'

brew of chemical sprays, dusts, and powders

—

which gets us back to the USDA's interest in the

apples from Kazakhstan, many of which show in-

nate resistance to bugs and blights.

When resistance comes from several genes—that

is, when it is polygenic—it is longer lasting, but

such resistance is harder to

achieve in crossbreeding.

Single-gene crossbreeding

for resistance can be done by

first making the original

cross and then backcrossing

to eliminate traits such as

small size and sour taste that

may have come along with

the desired gene. But when
the trait is polygenic, it may
take five or six backcrosses

to ehminate the unwanted

genes that have hitchhiked

along with those helping to

confer resistance. One apple

tree generation is about four

years (that's how long it

takes, on average, before a

tree bears fruit), so the de-

velopment of polygenic re-

sistance would take some-

thing like twenty years, as

well as a plot of land big

enough to grow and try out many crossbred trees.

This explains why many apple breeders are in-

terested in genetic engineering—in the new sense

of what is called transformation. If the genes re-

sponsible for a certain trait can be identified and di-

rectly transferred, the process of transformation is

quick, efficient, and in some ways easier than cross-

breeding, because it eHminates the need for back-

crossing. Resistance can even be transferred from

animal species. The cecropia moth, for example,

produces a peptide that attacks many kinds of bac-

teria. When the moth gene responsible for produc-

ing that protein was added to the DNA of apples

used for rootstocks, the apples grafted onto them

Apples from Kazakhstan
don't need a whole witches'

brew of chemical sprays,

dusts, and powders to fight

off bugs and blights.

became resistant to fire bhght, a devastating bacter-

ial disease that turns apples, pears, and other plants

black. And at least for Gala and Mcintosh apples,

the same cecropia moth gene seems to help confer

scab resistance, too.

Whatever the promise (or, in the opinion of

some, the threat) of genetic engineering, everyone

agrees that preserving the natural diversity of apple

trees should be a high priority. And on this score,

there is cause for alarm: the apple forests ofKazakh-

stan are in danger of disappearing. "During the So-

viet period," says Forsline, "the area was held as na-

tional parkland, but with the breakup of the Soviet

Union, the mountains are no longer protected.

Wealthy people are having many remote areas bull-

dozed and cleared in order to build vacation homes.

The apple forests are disappearing, and the groves

nearest to Almaty are 90 percent gone."

At the end ofmy tour through the Geneva or-

chards, I asked ForsHne which apples would con-

tinue to grow if humans disappeared from the

planet. He reflected for a moment and said, "Well,

the eating apples that we've grown on this conti-

nent would soon be gone. Those need our care,

and besides, they aren't native here. I don't think

any of them would survive here." He paused, then

added, "But apples would still grow in central Asia,

and they'd be better."

In what way? I asked.

"The places where they grow now would no

longer be threatened by development, and they

would continue to evolve, growing hardier, more

resistant to disease and pests, and better fitted to

their particular surroundings." D
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Sea Hunters

of Lamalera
In an Indonesian

^ coastal village,

boatbuilders and

whalers follow

ancient rules.

Stoiy and photographs by Fred Bruemmer

Above: In a ^^heir boats are sacred and, they believe, immor-

painting on the f tal. Their prey is gigantic and dangerous. They
prow of a f are the sea hunters of Lamalera, an isolated vil-

Lamaleran boat, lage on the tiny Indonesian island of Lembata,

the snake 1,200 nules due east ofJakarta.

symbolizes the To the 150 or so hunters and the rest of the vil-

tidal wave that lage's 2,000 people, each of the fifteen boats that

destroyed the operate out of Lamalera (formerly known as

villagers' Lomblen) is a living being that hnks them to their

ancestral home. ancestors and their ancestral home. That home, as

From his narrow legend has it, was to the north, on an island de-

platform on the stroyed centuries ago by a tidal wave. After a long

bow, top right, a journey, two boatloads of survivors landed on the

harpooner is harsh, volcanic coast of Lembata, where they built

ready to strike. a village above a crescent beach facing the turbu-

Below right: lent but rich Sawu Sea. One of the two boats that

Boats leave brought their ancestors to Lamalera was, say the

Lamalera at villagers, the Kebako Pukd.

dawn with their In Lamalera I often traveled in a boat also called

palm-leaf sails the Kebako Pukd, which, according to its crew, was

unfurled. identical in every detail to the original (the model

for subsequent boats). When a boat dies—in a

storm, of old age, smashed by a furious whale—the

villagers mourn for two months while a replace-

ment is built. It takes eighteen trees to build one.

Root ends are used to make the stern, so that their

life force will flow toward the head of the boat.

Planks are carefully adzed—never bent—to the

correct curve. The planks are caulked with palm-

fiber oakum. Hand-carved wooden pegs—never

nails, screws, or anything else metal—are driven in

with stone hammers. Carved crosspieces are lashed

to the frame with rattan. Finally a sacred symbol is

painted on the prow; a common one is eyes that

search unceasingly for prey. On the prow of the

Kebako Pukd a snake coUs around a mountain, sym-

boHzing the tidal wave that destroyed the Lamaler-

ans' ancestral home.

The boats are made by ata mold, highly skilled

craftsmen from the villages nineteen boatbuilding

clans. Robert Barnes, professor of social anthropol-



ogy at the University of Oxford and an expert on

Lamalera's history and customs, has noted that the

term ata mold is also used to refer to a priest.

The finished boat is heavy and sturdy. Thirty-

feet long, six feet wide in the beam, tapered at both

bow and stern, it has a false keel of softwood that

can easily be replaced if damaged in rougii landings,

a frequent occurrence. Its huge rectangular sail is

woven from the leaves of gebang palm and sus-

pended from a twenty-five-foot-high bipod bam-

boo mast. Two outriggers give the vessel great sta-

bilir\'. Beyond the bow juts a narrow, five-

foot-long, bamboo-and-plank platform. Tliis is the

precarious place from which the boat's single liar-
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pooner will launch his kafh, harpoons at the tip of

ten-foot poles.

In Lamalera, animistic beliefs in the sanctity and

spirituality of hunted animals

exist in syncretic harmony with

devout Catholicism. (Jesuit mis-

sionaries began visiting the vil-

lage in the 1800s, and a perma-

nent Catholic mission was

established there in 1913.) Cus-

tom and conduct are governed by

an ancient oral code. With little

agriculture—villagers grow some

corn and manioc—and no other

industry, it is hardly surprising

Oil (for cooking

and for lighting)

is rendered from

whale blubber,

above. Right:

Villagers drag a

pilot whale

to shore.
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.Java

miles Timor

that the hunt is the center of

life. Each May, after the priest

has blessed the fleet and

prayers have been offered to

Kotekema, the spirit of the

sperm whale, the hunting sea-

son begins. It will last until

October.

Lamalerans hunt several

species of whales, the most

feared, most respected, most

sought after of which is the

sperm whale. The annual

catches peaked at fifty-six in 1969. But then, say the

villagers, they sold one of the sacred sperm whale

skuUs Uning the beach to tourists from a passing

ship. This offended the whale's spirit, and for years

afterward, no more than ten sperm whales a year

were harvested. Catches have increased since 1 990,

however.

Today the sea hunters take mostly young male

sperm whales, twenty to forty feet long, which eat

the abundant Sawu Sea squid. Crews are leery of

the full-grown sperm whale bull (up to sLxty feet in

length), a rarer sight. In 1994 two Lamaleran boats

sank after being struck by a whale that had towed

them for miles, almost to the island of Timor. A
third boat picked up the crews and drifted for days

until it was rescued by a passing ship.

Rejecting spinner dolphins (too fast) and baleen

whales (taboo), Lamalerans hunt several species of

sharks, including the great white but most often the

large and lethargic whale shark (known to them as

the stupid fish). They also go after sunfish, marHn,

and dorado, as well as manta rays (the largest of all

the rays, these can weigh up to one and a half tons).

The hunt is hard work. The crews are out all day

beneath the burning sun—and often return with

nothing to show for their day at sea. They rarely eat

or drink on board, so I learned to fill myself with



liquids. e\micl-hkc, before going out wuh tliL-ni.

WcuIkt permitting, the fleet sails at dawn every

elay except Sunday. On a slipway of hardwood logs,

the hea\'y boat is slid from its palni-leaf-thatched

shelter at the baek ot the be.ieh down to the lerh.il-

looking, pounding surf where the crew calmly

waits for the highest wave. With one mighty shove

fnmi them, the boat rides out. The men quickK

slide aboard, otter-smooth. They pole out beyond

the breakers, settle on the thwarts, then row with all

The boats have false softwood

keels that can easily be replaced

if damaged in rough landings.

their strengtii to an .incient rhythmic chant,

"Hiltihe, hilabc, hela, Iwla/hilabi', Iwla, Iwla. ..." Far-

ther out, the chant changes into a song that trans-

lates as "We are the men from Lamalera/We are the

hunters of the whale."

Suddenly, a few miles from shore, they stop

w hile the harpooner sharpens his faT/i-s. The men

remove their hats and pray, first a paternoster in

Lamaholot (the language of Lamalera, Lamaholot

is one of many languages of eastern Indonesia),

then a final plea: "Lord bless our hunt and let us

return alive." With this ritual, the hunt becomes

holy. The mast is raised, the great golden sail is

unfurled, and the boat sails farther out into the

Sawu Sea—often up to eight miles. There the

The heavy boats

are thirty feet

long and six feet

witie. It takes

many hands to

haul a boat from

the sea.
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Lamaleran

women, above,

carry meat and

fat to a market

five miles away.

They barter for

fruit, vegetables,

rice, and maize

with women

from mountain

villages, top.

crew tacks and jibes, ever alert for the telltale

spout of a distant whale, the curled tip of a manta
ray's wing, the sheen of a shark near the surface.

Out there, with nothing to distract from the lazy

roll of oily swells, the boat's dull creaking, the faint

flapping of the sail, the burning sun, I learned what
Samuel Taylor Coleridge meant by "As idle as a

painted ship/Upon a painted ocean." Then, at a

sudden cry, the crew swings into action, rowing and

paddhng to the rapid cadence of time-honored

chants. On his perch the harpooner is at ease, even

when the boat pitches, slews, and yaws in stormy

weather. Finally he tenses and, in a great leap, flings

himself on the prey and drives in the harpoon. Yes,

the harpooner always jumps onto the back of the

whale, shark, or ray—such leaping greatly increases

his accuracy and kiUing power. Although pulled

Lookingfor a quick kill, they

dived beneath the massive

manta ray and stabbed it

along by the frantic animal, he swiftly grabs an out-

rigger and slides smoothly back on board.

I watched once as a wounded manta ray dived

rapidly, the wrist-thick palm-fiber rope attached

to the harpoon pole flying overboard in spinning

coils, lethal to anyone who might get caught in

them. At last the rope went slack, and as the men
strained to haul up the strug-

gUng fish that must Hterally have

weighed a ton, they sang a loud

song that they believe is heard

by a ray's spirit. "We do not

hunt for fun," they sang. "We
desperately need your meat to

live, to feed our hungry chil-

dren." Part incantation, part

plea, such a song must appease

the ray's spirit before the fish

can be killed. When the ray was

near the surface, several men
jumped overboard. Looking for

a quick kill—a ray's thrashing

wings can span twenty-five feet

and break both men and boat

—

they dived beneath the massive

fish and stabbed it with long-

bladed, bamboo-handled knives.

The fish was cut into chunks at

sea; the rest of the butchering

would be done on dry land. When a whale or

shark is caught, it's lashed alongside the boat and

hauled slowly to shore.

In Lamalera, Hfe is Hved on the seashore. Chil-

dren play in the surf; old men sit in the shade, _

smoking thin cigarettes rolled with strips of lontar

palm leaf, talking about long-ago hunts, weaving

new sails, or braiding new ropes. But the instant a

boat rides in on a soaring swell, all the males, from

tots to aged men, rush to help haul the boat up

onto the beach. Then the kill is cut up and divided

among members of the boat clan, as well as the sail-



makers .iiiJ ho.itlniiklcrs. Sli.nvs .iiv i.li.'tciiiiuK'i.i hy

(.ustoiii, with the biggest portion going to the h.ir-

pooiier. His sliare is called lei iiiikv. "the wages othis

feet," in tribute to his balance on the narrow plat-

torni; he in turn is obligeci to present his share to

the oklest male in his direct paternal line.

The meat and fat are snn-dried on racks, and

every part ot" the animal is used, it is considered

sintlil—and an odense tii tiie dead animal's spirit

—

to waste anything. Abont half the bonnty is kept in

the village. The rest is traded: Lamalera, an almost

moneyless society, depends primarily on barter.

Every Saturday at dawn, the

women and girls walk five miles

to a market at Wnlan Doni,

where the\' trade with women
from many mountain villages.

Carr\ing heavy basins ot meat

and fat on their heads, they pro-

ceed straight-backed along a path

used by untold generations. At

the market, women from the

mountain villages spread agricul-

tural produce under the trees.

The women of Lamalera sit

apart. C^nce they and the others

have paid a tiny tribute to a few

tamilies that keep the market area

clean, a whistle shrills and the

bartering begins. There is little

or no haggling, because every

item has a traditional value: a

piece of dried whale meat two

fingers wide and a hand-length

long, for example, is worth

twelve bananas. In the afternoon,

the Lamalerans set off for home

with basins of maize, rice, yams,

bananas, cassava, and other fruits

and vegetables.

In 1973, in an efTort to mod-

ernize the sea hunt, the UN's

Food and Agriculture Organiza-

tion (FAO) sent a whaling ship,

along with a Norwegian master

w^haler, to Lamalera. The experi-

ment lasted three years, and it

nearly wrecked the barter-based

economy and harmony of the

village. The FAO's final report

concluded that the hunters "have

evolved a method of whalina;

which stilts tiicii ii.itin.il resources, cultural tenets

and style." Many Lamalerans have left in search of a

dirterent life, of course. Several are C'atholic priests,

some ordained in Rome and Berlin; other emi- After a whale

grants iiKiude a professor of linguistics, a general in is butchered at

the Indonesian army, the captain of a luxury liner, the water's

civil servants, and businessmen working throughout edge, women

Indonesia. But in Lamalera the boats still sail at carry basins of

dawn, the golden sails unfurl, ,iiii.l sunburneii men meat and fat to

invoke the blessings of Cod and the ancient spirits be dried on

so that their hunt may be successful and they may racks farther up

make it home alive. D the beach.
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^H century and a half ago, the world's

^vH niountainous regions were somewhat

^^^B colder than they are today. We know this

^^^^B because historical records—writings,

^r H paintings, early photographs—show
that glaciers were larger then. In the Swiss Alps, the

area for wliich the most detailed documentation is

available, glaciers expanded during the Little Ice

Age, a cold episode that ran from about 1300 to

1860. (This ice age is called "little" because, even at

its worst, the cooUng required to produce it was

only one-tenth the cooling that induced the "big"

ice age that peaked 20,000 years ago.)

Though records for glaciers in other parts of

the world are less detailed, we know that in the

high peaks of the tropical Andes, in the temperate-

zone Andes of Chile and Argentina, and in the

Southern Alps of New Zealand's South Island,

glaciers were substantially larger in 1850 than they

are now. So we suspect that the Little Ice Age
cooled not just Europe but the world.

The Little Ice Age ended abruptly. Starting in

By Wallace S.

Broecker

The Perito Moreno

Glacier advances

into a lake in

southern

Argentina.



ISdd, tile- WDild's glaciers bcg.m .i ivtaMt tli.it li.is

coiuiiuiod riglit up to tlic prosciit. Without .1

doubt, tlicrcfore, planet Earth has gotten warmer

over the past century and a halt. But lunuanitys

L'xact contribution to the warming is still under de-

bate. Along with most atmospheric scientists, 1 take

wry seriously the results of computer simulations

showing that human-produced forces are very

likcK' driving the rise in temperature tli.it we have

seen over the past quarter century. Yet roughly half

the overall warmiiitr since 186K occurred before

c.irbon dioxide (COi) emissions from human activ-

ities had IV.K lied significant levels. Some take this as

evidence that most of the current upswing in tem-

perature is merely a continuation ot the natural

events that brought the Little Ice Age to a close.

To truly understand the scenario of global

warming, we need to know how much Earth's

temperatures would have fluctuated in the absence

ot the Industrial Resolution .uid whether we are

now exacerbating or counter.icting these fluctua-

tions. And we can know these things only if it can

That Speak inyongues
and other totes of global warming
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The lower

Grindelwald

Glacier in

Switzerland once

reached down

into a populated

and accessible

valley, making it

a popular tourist

attraction. The

many artists'

representations

of the glacier

enable present-

day climatologists

to reconstruct its

variation over

time. Four such

depictions, left

to right, showing

the glacier in

1748-49,

1774-76, 1794,

and 1826, are

by Emanuel

Handemann,

Caspar Wolf,

Joseph Anton

Koch, and

Samuel Birmann,

respectively.

be shown that Earth has had predictable tempera-

ture cycles during the past several thousand years.

Many scientists doubt that such large-scale regulari-

ties exist, but assuming for the moment that they

do, how would we detect them? Even year-to-year

changes in average global temperature are difficult

to chart, despite the help we get from the world-

wide network of thermometers and from the scores

of satellites orbiting high above Earth. Getting a

sense of relevant natural fluctuations is especially

difficult because during the period that geologists

call the Holocene Epoch (the 1 1 ,000 years since the

end of the last ice age), Earth's temperatures have

been remarkably stable. Unlike the previous

100,000 years, when the chmate underwent nu-

merous large jumps and drifts, measured in many

degrees Fahrenheit, the changes during the entire

Holocene have been only 1° or 2°F—too small to

ascertain with the natural climate indicators we
have been using until now (such as tree rings and

fossil pollen), whose accuracy is no better than 2°F.

This is why climatologists have turned to

mountain glaciers. The record created by these

glaciers is an excellent proxy for climate, standing in

for hundreds ofyears ofthermometer readings. Not
only does this proxy tell us about past temperatures,

its margin of error is less than 0.4° F.

Everywhere on Earth, the higher you cHmb, the

colder it gets. The reason is that as air rises, it ex-

pands and therefore cools. On average, air tempera-

ture changes at a rate of 1 ° F for every 300 feet of

elevation. At some point on the way up, air temper-

ature reaches the freezing point. Glaciers can't form

or endure, of course, unless the air temperature re-

mains low, and how far down a mountain they

reach depends on what glaciologists call the equi-

librium snowline—the boundary between an upper

zone where accumulation of snow outpaces melt-

ing and a lower zone where the reverse is true. This

boundaiy corresponds fairly closely to the altitude

at which air temperature reaches the freezing point.

In the Alps, large glaciers have tongues of ice

streaming down past the equilibrium snowHne and

on into vaUeys in the lower zone. The melting in

such tongues below the snowhne is balanced by the

downward flow of ice from above the snowUne.

When the air temperature shifts, such tongues can

shrink or enlarge dramatically. For example, since

1860 the Rhone Glacier, in the Alps of southwest-

ern Switzerland, has retreated about three miles in

response to a rise in the equilibrium snowhne of

Records ofgladal advances and

retreats provide an accurate

gauge of temperature changes,

about 300 feet. This rise corresponds to an atmos-

pheric warming of sHghtly more than 1 ° F

Such astounding sensitivity suggests that a

record of glacial advances and retreats during the

Holocene Epoch would yield the information we

seek about recent chmate cycles. But this is easier

said than done. The problem is that glaciers act Uke

giant erasers. Each advance eradicates almost all

traces of what's come before. At their greatest size

during the Little Ice Age, Europe's glaciers covered

an area at least as large as was covered in any previ-

ous Holocene advance, so the record of earlier

Holocene advances is mostly obscured.

We do, however, have evidence that well before

the Litde Ice Age—several times during the past

1 1 ,000 years, in fact—Alpine glaciers pushed out to

roughly the same position they occupied in 1850.

One such indication is the size of the moraines—the

looping walls of debris that mark the edge of each

major Alpine ice tongue. These piles of rocky rubble

are huge, some standing 300 feet above the valley



floor. It is difficult to imagine th.it tlioy

could have been tornied during a single

fonsard push of ice; instead they appear

to be the result of a great many such

pushes in the course of thousands of

years. Within these huge debris piles are layers repre-

senting ancient soils, indicating that many earlier ad-

vances occurred. But carbon 14 dates derived from

soil materials are often misleading and so cannot be

relied on to provide the precise chronology we seek.

During the last decade, however, a major break-

through occurred, owing to the appearance of a new
climate proxy: wood and peat that have been wash-

ing out from beneath the retreating Alpine glaciers.

For this kind of material, carbon dating is quite reli-

able and allows us to determine precisely the warm
periods when trees and other plants were able to

grow in places that are now covered by glaciers.

hi September 2000, I had the opportunity to

witness a harvest of this ancient wood and peat

when Christian Schluechter, a University of Bern

geologist who pioneered such studies, led a small

group ot interested scientists to the terminus of the

Unteraare Glacier in the northern Swiss Alps. He
explained to us that once each year, toward the end

ofsummer, the meltwater that has accumulated be-

neath the ice suddenly breaks out of its confine-

ment and sweeps over an apron of large cobbles

lying at the foot of the glacier. To our amazement,

we saw pieces of wood and peat wedged here and

there among the cobbles. During the single hour

our hehcopter t;ixi service allotted us tor exploring

the apron, our group found fift)' separate pieces.

Many of them showed evidence of compression,

shearing, and twisting caused by the weight and

motion of the overlying ice.

Our finds were not the first "warm artifacts" to

be harvested from the forelands of retreating Swiss

glaciers. Schluechter and his colleagues had been

f MARTENS; LONDON ALPINE CLUB LIBRARY

coOecting wood and peat fragments tor several years

and have obtained carbon dates for nearly a hundred

of them. Some of the wood dates all the wa\' back to

the earliest Holocene. Even more important, rather

than being spread evenly through time, the dates for

these pieces of wood and peat fall into distinct

groups, with each group presumably representing a

warm episode when Alpine glaciers were even

smaller than they are today.

Geologists are now investigating whether these

groupings correspond to another new source of ev-

idence of cyclic patterns in Earth's recent histon,-.

This evidence comes from studies ot sediment in

the deep waters ot the North Atlantic. The rock

fragments in these sediments are much too large to

have been transported there by ocean currents; they

could have reached their present location only by

having been frozen into large icebergs that floated

long distances from their point ot origin before

melting. During the past decade. Gerard Bond, my
colleague at Columbia Universir}'"s Lamont-

Doherty Earth Observatory, has studied the

makeup of such ice-rafted debris. Noticing that

some of the sediment grains were stained with iron

oxide, he reasoned that they must have come from

locales where glaciers had overrun outcrops ot red

sandstone. Bond concluded that a detailed an.ilysis

of deep sediment cores would reveal changes in the

mix of sediment sources over time. This proved to

be an excellent strategy, for Bond tound something

so unexpected that it stunned all ot us who study

climate history. The proporrion of these red-stained

grains fluctuated back and forth over time from

lows of 5 percent to highs of about 17 percent, and

Photographs of

the lower

Grindelwald

Glacier taken in

1858 and 1974

demonstrate how

much it has

shrunk since the

end of the Little

Ice Age, a

relatively cool

period that

lasted from

about 1300

to 1860.
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The present-day

pattern of ocean

drculatlon

appears to be

driven by the

sinking of dense,

cold water in the

North Atlantic.

This draws a flow

of warm surface

water (the Gulf

Stream) far to

the north.

Disruption of

this pattern in

the past led to

the cooling of

lands bordering

the North

Atlantic, such as

Greenland,

Iceland, and

northern Europe.

these fluctuations had a pattern: a nearly regular,

1,500-year cycle. Even more amazing, he found

that the cycles ran virtually unchanged, in both am-
plitude and duration, through both ice-age and

non-ice-age periods during the last 100,000 years.

Bond puzzled over what might be pacing this

cycle. As a geologist, he knew that the sources of

the red-stained grains were generally closer to the

North Pole than were the places yielding a high

proportion of "clean" grains. At certain times, ap-

parendy, more icebergs from the far north were

making their way well to the south before finally

melting and shedding their sediment. Bond hy-

pothesized that the alternating cycles might be evi-

dence of changes in ocean-water circulation.

Ocean waters are constantly on the move, and

water temperature is both a cause and an effect. As

water cools, it gets denser and sinks to the bottom.

In one part of what I hke to call the "bipolar see-

saw," the bottom layer of the world's oceans comes

from cold, dense water sinking in the far North At-

lantic (see diagram, below). This causes the warm
surface waters of the Gulf Stream to be pulled

northward, as they are today. Bond reahzed that

during this part of the ocean cycle, a large propor-

tion of the icebergs that bear red grains would melt

while still fairly far north. But sometimes the ocean

reorganizes itself, and the Southern Hemisphere

holds sway in driving ocean circulation. At such

times, surface waters in the North Atlantic would
generally be colder, permitting icebergs bearing

red-stained grains to travel farther south before

melting and depositing their sediment.

The onset of the Little Ice Age in about 1300,

which followed the so-called Medieval Warm Pe-

riod of the eighth through tenth centuries, may
represent the most recent time that such a

switchover occurred. The contrast in the North At-

lantic is apparent if we consider that in the tenth

century, Erik the Red and his band of Vikings col-

onized the lands surrounding the fjords in south-

western Greenland. Not only did the Vikings navi-

gate their wooden vessels back and forth between

Scandinavia and Greenland without being thwarted

by sea ice, but they were also able to grow enough

grass to support sizable flocks of sheep. As time

went on, however, conditions deteriorated. The last

recorded communication from the colonists oc-

curred in the early fourteenth century—-just at the

onset of the Litde Ice Age in the Alps—and even-

tually the colony died out (see "The Vikings' Silent

Saga," Natural History, November 2000).

Further evidence of the impact of the Litde Ice

Age comes from records kept by Icelanders, whose

Global Ocean Circu
^5«W¥-



\vritiiii;s indicate that between 1650 and 185U, tlieir

island was icebound for several months each year—

a

great hardship, since fishing was a main source of

sustenance. They reported with pleasure that the ice

began to wane in 1880, permitting them to extend

the fishing season. Readings from their thermome-

ters (which they began to use in about 1870) also

suggest that the mean annual temperature was rising.

C'ould it be that these ocean oscillations, be-

cause ot their eftect on air temperature, also explain

the snowhne Huctuations seen in the Swiss Alps? So

far, none of the wood or peat tragments sluiced

from beneath the ice have yielded carbon 14 dates

from the eighth through the thirteenth centuries,

which would correspond to tiie Medieval XX'arm

Period and the interval leading up to the Little Ice

Age. But another source of evidence demonstrates

that Alpine glaciers were smaller during this time.

Medieval farmers living below the huge Aletsch

Glacier, in what is now south-central Switzerland,

constructed a crude aqueduct ot hollowed-out

A 1,500-year cycle in ocean

temperature affects howfar south
North Atlantic icebergs can travel.

larch tree trunks to earn,- water from a small moun-

tain lake down to a village. We know from written

records that parts of this aqueduct had to be rebuilt

after being overrun by the 1350 advance of the

Aletsch Glacier.

If future dating ofwood and peat expelled from

beneath retreating glaciers in the Alps and other

mountainous regions worldwide supports Bond's

1.500-year csxles. and if the Medieval Warm Pe-

riod/Little Ice Age oscillation can be shown to be

part ot the most recent of these cvcles. we will h.ive

taken an important step to\\'ard establishing a major

natural rhythm in Holocene Epoch temperatures.

This rhythm could then be extrapolated into the

future. Because the midpoint of the Medieval

Warm Period was about A.D. 850. an extension of

Bond's cycles would place the midpoint of the next

warm interval in the twenn."-tburth cenrur\'.

While otFering a usetul basic framework, this

pattern alone does not account for all aspects of past

fluctuations and thus is not a sufficient predictor for

the future. For example, we usually think ot cycles

as having a regular, bell-like shape. But during the

niillennia corresponding to the last ice age. Bonds

l,50()-vear cvcles were closer to rectilinear, indicat-

_>^'- -tm^

ing sudden starts and stops. As is clearly recorded

within the deep layers of Greenland's ice, the transi-

tions often took just a few decades. This abruptness

was especially pronounced as the climate warmed.

Has this also been the case during our own epoch,

the Holocene? If the Holocene 's "Bondian" cycles,

too, have been recrilinear, one would expect the

post-Little Ice Age warming to have been com-

pleted within a few decades. One would also expect

that in the absence of the Industrial Revolution,

global temperature would have stabilized for a warm
plateau of several hundred years. But in tact, global

temperatures in the decades immediately after the

Litde Ice Age did not simplyjump to a new plateau.

Also, studies of Alpine glaciers show that the Lit-

de Ice Age had three cold peaks, in about 1350,

1650, and 1850. Do we have any clues about the

causes of these additional, smaller fluctuations? I

pondered this problem in the early 1970s. At the

time. Holocene climate records were few and far

between. In tact, only one—a 70,000-year record

obtained from a one-mile-long, four-inch-diameter

ice core driUed in northern Greenland—had

enough length and detail to pro\dde any clues. Dan-

ish p;ileocliniatologist Willy Dansgaard and his col-

leagues had managed to obtain paleotemperature re-

sults from samples of this core and had concluded

that much of the variation in cUmate could be ac-

counted for by a combination of 80-year and 180-

year cycles, which they thought reflected periodic

fluctuations in the Sun's energy- output. When I

merged Dansgaard's pattern with that of the warm-

Tanzania's

Kilimanjaro has

lost more than

four-fifths of its

summit ice in

the past century.

Above left, the

peak in 1912; at

right, in 2000.

Qori Kalis Glader

in the Andes of

southern Peru:

Photographs

taken in 1978,

below left, and

2000 provide

more evidence

that global

warming is a

worldwide

phenomenon.
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Above: Though

the cumulative

global warming

since 1800

amounts to less

than 2° F, it is

expected to

increase, owing

mainly to the

contribution of

human-produced

climate effects.

In 1975 the

author warned

that an upturn in

the natural cycle

would reinforce

these human-
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warning

ing expected from the steady increase in man-made

greenhouse gases, I obtained a composite that

matched the major features of the actual global ther-

mometric record—namely, a warming phase ex-

tending from 1860 to the time ofWorld War II and

followed by a thirty-year pause (see graph, above). I

predicted that when, in the near friture, Dansgaard's

natural cycle turned from a cooling into a warming

phase, the natural and the man-made factors would

join forces and produce a prominent renewal of the

warming trend. My warning was published in the

journal Science in 1975. In 1976 the thirty-year

plateau came to an end, and the warming that then

began has continued right up to the present.

My prediction was correct, but was it soundly

based? Ten new ice-core records—from Greenland,

from Antarctica, and from high-mountain sites else-

where on the planet—are now available. None
show Dansgaard's combined 80-year and 180-year

cycles. I thus have been inclined to write off the

success of my prediction as just a happy accident.

Still, the changes we are attempting to document

have a magnitude of only a few tenths of a degree.

and perhaps in most records they are masked by re-

gional climate change.

What drives Bond's 1,500-year cycle? High on

the Ust of possibihties must be the Sun. But suffi-

ciently accurate, satellite-based measurements of

solar activity cover only the past twenty years—not

long enough to warrant our drawing firm conclu-

sions. We do, however, have a longer-term record

of the number of dark spots resulting from mag-

netic storms on the Sun's surface. These spots usu-

ally wax and wane in an eleven-year cycle. During

an interval known as the Maunder Minimum (a.d.

1650-1710), however, no sunspots were observed.

Minze Stuiver, an isotope geologist at the Univer-

sity of Washington, has shown that more carbon 14

atoms were created in our atmosphere during the

Maunder Minimum than either before or after it.

The reason, Stuiver postulated, is that the electri-

cally charged particles streaming out of sunspots

generate a magnetic field that deflects incoming

cosmic rays from our solar system. During periods

of low sunspot activity, such as the Maunder Mini-

mum, however, the magnetic shield is turned off"

and more cosmic rays bombard Earth's atmosphere,

manufacturing extra carbon 14 atoms. Having

demonstrated the hnk between sunspots and carbon

14 production, Stuiver was then able to use carbon

14 measurements on tree-ring-dated wood to de-

duce sunspot minimums prior to the invention of

the telescope. His data indicate that these occurred

at roughly two-century intervals and might be the

cause ofDansgaard's 180-year cycle. Stuiver 's record

contains no hint of Dansgaard's 80-year cycle or of

Bond's 1,500-year cycle, however.

If not the Sun, then what might be the driver of

Bond's cycle? For me, the top candidate remains the

ocean's bipolar seesaw. In the global ocean circula-

tion pattern we are accustomed to seeing, sinking

cold surface water in the North Atlantic is replaced

by warm Gulf Stream waters, which are drawn

northward. What may underlie this pattern is actu-

ally salt, since an extra gram of salt per liter makes

seawater denser by an amount equivalent to a cool-

ing of8° F. The North Adantic is unusually salty, be-

cause the location of mountains and the direction of

prevailing winds lead to the export of water vapor

from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean. The salt left

behind makes that surface water not only saltier but

denser, and the water sinks in the familiar pattern.

Meanwhile, acting like a giant conveyor belt,

the normal circulation of the world's oceans trans-

ports excess salt out of the Atlantic Ocean. This
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As I sec it, at times the conveyor nieclianism carries

salt away faster than it is beini; replaced. This ni.iy

lower the water density in the North Atl.intic

eiioiiy;h to make the conveyor shut down. At this

point, the warm Gulf Stream weakens, and the cir-

culation pattern reorganizes itself under the donii-

n.ition of the Southern (Antarctic) Ocean. With tlie

new regime, salt ceases its rapid departure from the

North Atlantic, and salt levels there begin to rise

.igain. When the northern waters are again dense

enough to rejuvenate deep-water formation in the

North Atlantic, the cycle is coniplcte.

The details of this mechanism are still not clear,

but what /> clear is why such a cycle might lead to

oolings of the lands surrounding thew.irmiiiL? ana c

Are underlying natural q/cles

retarding or reinforcing human-

induced global warming?

North Adantic. When the north rules, an enor-

mous amount of heat—as much as would be gener-

ated by a million large power plants—is carried

north of the Strait of Gibraltar by the Gulf Stream.

This heat is released into the atmosphere in winter

and is carried to northern Europe by the prevailing

westerly winces. When the south rules instead, this

source of heat is lost and the Alps cool.

But how does any ot this explain the cooling in

the Southern Hemisphere—the Litde Ice Age in

New Zealand's Southern Alps and in South Amer-

ica's Andes? Instead of being limited to the land area

adjacent to the North Atlantic, this cold episode

appears to have affected much of the planet. There

must have been some link between patterns ot

ocean circulation and conditions in the atmosphere

that affected both hemispheres. Although the na-

ture ot this link has not been discovered, it probably

involves Earth's "tropical heat engine"—the way air

rising from the equator fuels the atmosphere with

heat and water vapor.

So where do we stand? For a start, certain regu-

lar fluctuations in the Holocene climate seem to

occur, but scientists are still left with many uncer-

tainties about them. This prevents us from making a

meaningtul prediction concerning how the climate

would have changed in the absence of the Industrial

Revolution. We cannot prove the existence ot

either the 1,500-year cycle—which the available

(livenl.ind ice cores fail to record—or the com Rock debris

billed SO- and IKO-year cycles. However, wc can surrounds a lake

state with some confidence that natural Hoioceiu- below Hooker

temperature fluctuations have been on the same Glacier, in New

scale as the human-caused effects estimated to result Zealand's

from greenhouse gases. Hence, we cannot assume Southern Alps,

that in the absence of human intervention. Earth's The debris is a

temperatures would have remained stable. residue of

Uiitortuiiately, we cannot even say whether nat- the glader's

ural changes are at this point retarding or reintorc- advances during

ing human-induced greenhouse warming. The sit- the Little

nation will be much clearer two decades from now. Ice Age.
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Fragments from

Alaska's

Columbia Glader,

a thirty-five-

mile-long stream

of ice that sheds

icebergs into

Prince William

Sound

however, as computer simulations predict an addi-

tional 1.5° F warming by the year 2020. If such an

increase in global temperatures occurs, there will

not be any doubt: natural causes alone would not

have been sufficient to account for it.

Does this mean we can all sit back, do nothing,

and wait for the results to roll in? Certainly not. In

twenty years, we may well conclude that we must

stem the rise of CO2, and if so, we've got a lot of

preparation to do. Very Hkely, fossU fuels will remain

our primary source of energy. With more people

and a higher standard of living in the less developed

countries—and with even a sustained per capita

level of demand in the United States—energy use

will at least double by the year 2050. We must learn

how to remove COj from power-plant exhausts and

We may have to remove CO2 from
power-plant exhausts and even

from the atmosphere itself

probably from the atmosphere itself (Estimates of

the cost ofCO2 removal suggest that it would add a

few cents per kilowatt-hour to the cost of electricity

or about forty cents per gallon to the cost of gaso-

line.) Plus, of course, the COj we remove must be

put somewhere: stored in the deep ocean or in deep

saline aquifers or, if we want to be sure it never

comes back to haunt us, converted into magnesite

(MgC03), a geologically inert mineral. More diffi-

cult than the technical aspects are the political ones.

Ready or not, we will have to face them all.

To strengthen their case, corporate spokesper-

sons, avid consumers, and plenty ofother people and

institutions incHned to dismiss the ongoing rise in at-

mospheric CO2 as inconsequential may be happy to

latch on to the paleoclimatic reconstruction pre-

sented here. This would be unfortunate. Unless all

the work done on climate simulations and fossil-fiiel-

use projections is seriously flawed, one thing is cer-

tain: our planet will indeed experience a major

human-induced warming during this century.

We have learned that Holocene temperatures

have undergone natural fluctuations, but the causes

of these changes are so subde that we have yet to

figure them out. Apparently, our climate system re-

sponds to even tiny nudges. This being the case, the

potential effects of human activities should not be

underestimated. Ifwe continue along a business-as-

usual energy course, we'll be giving the climate a

large shove- D
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A small European

legless lizard

called the slow

worm, above,

rests on a rock

beside its rusty

tin shelter.

izards have legs; snakes don't. This generali-

zation, which many of us learned in grade

V school, may be useful as a rule of thumb but

^P is surprisingly inaccurate. Some snakes, such

as pythons, retain tiny leg bones, which may be vis-

ible as minuscule claws at the base of the tail. Per-

haps more surprisingly, dozens of lizard Hneages

have lost their limbs over evolutionary time and are

now, at least superficially, indistinguishable from

snakes. (Snakes are actuaOy just a highly modified

group of lizards, but one characteristic that sets

snakes apart is a flexible skull, allowing them to

swallow prey larger than their heads.) Limbed and

Hmbless species ofHzards may even be found within

the same genus. Because these dramatic changes

have occurred repeatedly, they provide a wonderful

natural experiment that can help us understand

how major transformations in body form happen.

With collaborators Jamie Slingluff and Tod

Reeder, I have begun to study these transformations

from Hzardlike to snakehke form. By combining de-

tailed body and limb measurements, evolutionaiy

trees derived from DNA data, and statistical analyses,

we have found that this transition involves three



Shape
Shifters

Time after time, lizards

have dropped their legs

in favor of a snakelike

body form.

By John J, Wiens

tightly correlated evolutionary changes: increase in

total length, reduction in limb size, and loss of fingers

and toes.

We have also found that despite the overall

similarity ot snakelike lizards, two distinct rs'pes

—

hurrovvers and "grass swimmers"—have evolved

over and over again. Burrowers tend to be small

and to have relatively short tails and long trunks.

(The trunk is the body length minus head and

tail.) By contrast, grass swimmers live above

ground, often in dense grass, and have longer tails

and shorter trunks than burrowers do. They may

Top: The Eastern racer, a typical snake, is

strikingly similar in appearance to a legless

pygopodid lizard from Australia, bottom.
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While most snakes (such as the rainbow boa, above) have short tails and

live above ground, snakelike lizards are generally either long-tailed

surface dwellers or short-tailed burrowers. Because the most primitive

lineages of snakes are burrowers, short tails in surface-dwelling snakes

may be an evolutionary leftover from an underground ancestry.

also be considerably larger: some are big enough

to eat mice.

The reasons for this dichotomy in body form

and habitat are not yet clear, but we have some

ideas. Surface-dwelling lizards are exposed to many

predators, such as hawks and skunks. The tail,

which lacks vital organs for most of its length, is less

critical to survival than are other parts of the body,

and many long-tailed surface-dwelling lizards,

whether Umbed or hmbless, have tails that break

easily when grabbed by an attacker. (Fortunately for

the lizards, their tails regenerate.) Indeed, the un-

usual fragility of the elongate tail in the snakelike

Long-tailed surface dwellers,

glass lizards have fragile tails

that can break off if grabbed by

a predator. A broken tail grows

back, though typically in a

different color and shorter

than the original.

genus Ophisaums is reflected in its common name:

glass hzard. Burrowers, which spend most of their

time hidden from predators, have short tails that are

rarely modified for breaking.

The small body size ofmany burrowers may also

help explain their short tails. Trunk space is at a

premium in small lizards, because having a tiny



California legless

lizards— short-

tailed burrowers—

are found on

beaches and in

other sandy

habitats.

body cavit)' can reduce the size and/or the number

of young (a potential evokitionary handicap), hi-

creasing the length of the trunk at the expense of

the tail may allow small burrowers to maintain

enough room for developing eggs or embryos

(most of these lizards lay eggs, but some give birth

to Uve young).

The glass lizard above is a grass swimmer whose

tail makes up more than two-thirds of its total

length. In burrowers (such as the California

legless lizard, top right), the tail may be only

one-third of the total length.
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In most lizard lineages that have become

snakelike, the front limbs were lost first. The

Mexican worm lizard, an exception to this

trend, has reduced its rear limbs but has

retained well-developed front legs, which it

uses for burrowing.

Some groups of lizards have members

representing nearly every stage in the

transition from lizardlike to snakelike body

form. In the Australian skink genus Lerista,

for example, are species with four limbs, top,

two limbs, middle, and no limbs, bottom.

We will continue to explore this puzzling di-

chotomy among snakelike lizards, as well as the

more fundamental question of why lizards have re-

peatedly evolved to become snakelike in the first

place. One hypothesis is that reduced limbs and

elongate bodies may streamline lizards, helping

them move more easily in underground tunnels and

through dense grass. To test this hypothesis, our

plans include the staging of a "Lizard Olympics"

—

taking individuals from species representing various

points in the transition from HzardHke to snakelike

body form and comparing their athletic abihties as

they move in different habitats. D

The galliwasp, in the family Anguidae,

represents the ancestral four-legged form from

which both snakelike, burrowing anguids (e.g.,

the California legless lizard) and grass

swimmers (e.g., the glass lizard) evolved.

Why so many lizards (including the hooded

scaly foot, opposite) evolved a snakelike

form is a question that remains unanswered.

One hypothesis is that since legs hinder

movement in dense grass and in tunnels—two

common habitats of snakelike lizards—natural

selection may favor their loss.
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REVIEW

Before Marxism lost its footing,

its pamphlets discussed "post-

capitalist" society as if the demise

of free enterprise were just around the

corner. I am always wary of in-your-

face declarations of victory—tides like

"The Triumph of X or Y," for in-

stance—since they tend to be either un-

necessary or premature. Several books

on evolution and sociobiology carry

such titles, and now here comes Evolu-

tion: The Triumph of an Idea, the com-

panion book to a PBS television series.

Having watched the frill eight hours of

the Evohition video, I understand why
this book title was selected, but, just as

the series does, I will postpone dis-

cussing this issue until the end.

Why has no one until now had the

briUiant idea of putting together a se-

ries explicitly about evolution? It is

such a dehghtful story to tell: how Dar-

win began developing his theory dur-

ing his travels on the HMS Beagle; how,

with his habitual intellectual honesty,

he gave full attention to every possible

objection; Darwin's receipt of Alfred

Russel Wallace's manuscript, which led

to a hasty session at the Linnean Soci-

ety to declare the idea of evolution by

natural selection; the resistance from

paleontologist Richard Owen, EngUsh

cleric Samuel Wilberforce, and others;

the ultimately wide acceptance of the

theory; and how the Origin of Species

inspired generations of scientists to

look at the world in an entirely new
hght (as all good theories do), which

confirmed at every turn the soundness

of its assumptions.

The television series opens with lots

of acting: a youthful Charles Darwin

debating new ideas with his drunkard

brother, Erasmus (named after their

grandfather, who a century earher had

proposed that "Organic Life beneath

the shoreless waves,/Was born and

nurs'd in Ocean's pearly caves"). Then

we see Darwin lighting up with recog-

Sing the Song of Evolution
Finally, television takes a comprehensive look at

Darwin and his ideas.

Frans B. M. de Waai

nition and understanding as he reads

British economist Thomas Malthus's

work on the social struggle for re-

sources. Another scene shows Darwin,

with his favorite daughter, Annie, by his

side, staring through a microscope at a

barnacle as she playfriUy pronounces the

animal's name as "Barney Ickle."

Annie's death from scarlet fever, at the

age often, is also depicted, with her fa-

ther angrily and symboUcally turning

away from the church at her funeral.

Her death, Darwin wrote, had robbed

him of "the solace of our old age."

A range of topics in modern evolu-

tionary biology are covered next. We
see how random selection can trans-

form evolution into an enemy—^for ex-

ample, when it turns viruses into lethal

pathogens (here we see harrowing im-

ages of AIDS patients and of prisoners

in Russia infected with multidrug-

resistant tuberculosis). We also consider

selection as the "friend" that shaped

the evolution of the eye. This model

organ is fuU of clues to random selec-

tion. The series does an excellent job

of getting across that evolution has to

deal with existing material, not only for

the eye but also for quadrupedal loco-

motion and the genetics of fruit flies.

The message is that the natural world is

fuU of reused baggage. Truly "intelli-

gent" design from scratch could have

produced a much more effective eye

—

without a blind spot, say—but evolu-

tion has to work with the old to make

the new. "Tinkering" is therefore a

word frequently used by the eminent

scientists interviewed in Evolution.

Evolution is as much about destruc-

tion as it is about creation. Thus, one

episode in the series covers mass ex-

tinctions and the need to preserve bio-

diversity, while another looks at sexual

reproduction, without which viruses



would freely attack species that are "sit-

tiiit; ducks" because oftlieir lack of gc-

iictu' tliversity. I found these episodes

most s.itisfying because they combine

new thinking in evolutionary biology

with the work of scientists who are col-

lecting the corroborating evidence,

such as in the testing of the Red Queen

hypothesis (named for Lewis Carroll's

character, who said to Alice, "Now,

here, you see, it takes all the running

you can do, to keep in the same place"

—that is, a host population continually

evolves to stay one step ahead of its par-

asites and pathogens).

The task of choosing which topics to

include must have been almost impossi-

ble, given the project's scope. Evolution

and the life sciences, the scries could

have truly celebrated a magnificent idea

that has won over essentially everyone

ill the world willing to listen to scien-

tific arguments (including the pope).

Science is a brutal process ot holding

ideas up against the light of data, and it

one does so—as this series does with

the theory of evolution—there is ab-

solutely no reason to sound defensive

about it. With overwhelming substan-

tiation, theory has become fact. Facts

don't "triumph"; they simply arc.

In the last segment, we catch

a glimpse of ongoing attempts at in-

doctrination by those who believe oth-

erwise, such as a guy with hat and gui-

tar jovially conducting a sing-along

IS such a dominant concept that it has with a Christian audience, including

become synonymous

with the life sciences in

general. Yet I do won-

der why barely any at-

tention is paid to certain

controversies (such as

sociobiology and punc-

tuated equilibrium) and

to some of the most ex-

citing theoretical exten-

sions (kin selection the-

Evolution, a coproduction of the

WGBH/NOVA Science Unit

and Clear Blue Sky Productions,

is a seven-part television series

(PBS, September 24-27. 2001).

Tlie companion volume, Evolu-

tion: The Triumph of an

Idea, is I'Y Carl Zimnicr (Harper-

Collins, 2001; S40).

many children: "I don't

believe in evolution, I

know creation is true/I

beUeve that God above

created me and you."

Sing such lines a hun-

dred times when you

are young and, yes, you

will be thrown into tur-

moil when hrst ex-

posed to modern sci-

ory, for example, or the handicap ence. The struggle of some college

principle), while much time is devoted students with issues that pit religion

to higlily speculative ideas (the connec-

tion between our gossiping and other

primates' grooming, human brain size as

a product of males trying to impress fe-

males, cultural change mimicking ge-

netic evolution). The narrative doesn't

give viewers many clues to distinguish

the tried-and-true from the half-baked.

The readable companion book, experdy

written by science writer Carl Zimmer,

generally does a betterjob ot sorting out

against the theory of evolution is

painful to watch, because the conflict is

wholly unnecessary. Evolution deals

with how life arose; rehgion with how

it is to be lived.

If Time can put a chimpanzee's face

on its cover with the tide "How Apes

Became Human" (July 23, 2001), the

idea of evolution has evidendy become

mainstream. It is time to treat it as such.

This series presents its fascinating stor^'

in a lively yet responsible manner.what is serious science and what, at this

point, is an idea whose triumph remains bound to delight and inform.

up in the air.

This brings me back to the word

"triumph" in the book's tide, which

betrays a preoccupation with the adver-

saries of evolution. By paying less at-

tention to the pecuUarly North Ameri-

can tension between Biblical literalism

Frans B.M. dc Uluil is C. H. Candler

Professor of Primate Behavior and Director

ofLiving Links at Emory University in At-

lanta. His latest book is The Ape and the

Sushi Master: Cultural Reflections of a

Primatologist (Basic Books, 2001).

nature.net

Follow a Fossil

By Robert Anderson

My five-year-old has informed me that

he is, without question, going to be a

paleontologist when he grows up. Not

wanting to discourage him, I took him

to see the Rancho La Brea Tar Fits in

Los Angeles, where fossil collectors la-

boring away in Pit 91 were unavoidably

smeared with black gooey tar and the

air reeked of hydrocarbons. It was

worse than a refinery. Although unper-

turbed by the working conditions, my
son was disappointed to learn that the

tar-pit remains represented a very re-

cent slice of geologic time (as you will

see if you visit www.tarpits.org) and

held no chance of yielding dinosaurs.

I found a great Web site for him that

reinforces the stark reality of paleontol-

ogy: that while being a lot of fun, it is

also very hard work. The Denver Mu-
seum of Nature and Science's "Follow a

Fossil" (\\^\•AV.dmnh.org/denverbasin2

/fossil) describes prospecting for fos-

sihzed ancient life-forms and the labor

involved in transferring them trom tield

site to museum.

In the section on vertebrates, we

track the path of a rather obscure Cre-

taceous turtle (they can't all be T. rex)

firom where it was dug up in North

Dakota through its "jackedng." clean-

ing, casting, storage, and identification.

Another section explores inverte-

brates—specifically, ammonites found

in Colorado that are the size of man-

hole covers.

Will my son, still fixated on dino-

saurs, become motivated to rough it in

the field? I have yet to tell him about

the job I once had sorting fossil plank-

ton skeletons the size of sugar grains. I

don't want to burst his bubble.

Robert Anderson is a freelance science ivriicr

lii'in\; in Los Angeles.
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Glorious

Eclipses

Their Past, Present

and Future

Serge Brunier and

Jean-Pierre Luminet

"This is the uhimate

eclipse book. ..As a

book of history,

myth, Hterature,

photography and

expeditionary expe-

riences. Glorious Eclipses is outstanding."

—Nature

0-S21-79148-0, Hardback, $39.95

Higher than Everest
An Adventurer's Guide to the Solar System

Paul Hodge

Conveys the latest information about the

Solar System in imaginary, challenging

expeditions.

0-521-65133-6, Hardback, $27.95
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David Levy's
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"While reading

this book you feel kUMBBRkC

compelled to grab »

a telescope and go

out and look."
':; .MK.i

—Sky and Telescope

0-521-79753-5,

Paperback, $24.95

Meteorites
Their Impact on Science and History

Brigitte Zanda and

Monica Rotaru, Editors

Answers all your questions about

meteorites and highlights the fascinating

contributions they make to science.

0-521-79940-6, Paperback, $18.95
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The Triumph of Sodobiology, by John

Alaxk (Oxford University Press, 2001; $27.50)

In 1975, ant expert E.O. Wilson pub-

lished Sodobiology: The New Synthesis, a

systematic study of the biological basis

of all social behavior. Alcock, a biolo-

gist, looks at the ongoing debate

sparked by WUson's ideas and shows

that they make sense in Ught of evolu-

tionary theory.

Rock of Ages, Sands of Time, paintings

by Barbara Page, text by Warren Allmon (Uni-

versity of Chicago Press, 2001; $45)

Page depicts a sampling of the

earth's organisms at milHon-year

intervals to represent evolutionary

history from "the origin of

macroscopic life on this planet

[to] the recent conclusion of a

miUennium." Succinct essays by

Allmon introduce readers to each

geological period. Page's 544

contiguous panels will be installed

in the new Museum of the Earth

in Ithaca, New York, in 2002.

Wildlife Wars: My Fight to Save

Africa's Natural Treasures, by

Richard Leakey and Virginia Morell (St.

Martin's Press, 2001; $25.95)

The views and voice of Leakey

—

physical paleoanthropologist, di-

rector of the Kenya WUdhfe Ser-

vice (1989-94), and advocate of

African wildlife conservation

—

are captured here by MoreU, a

journalist who has relied on

Leakey's notes and diaries and on

her many discussions with him.

scientist. Her discovery of mobile ge-

netic elements in corn and her efforts

to resolve fundamental problems in bi-

ology (development, heredity, and evo-

lution) make her, in Comfort's view, a

rare visionary.

Uncle Tungsten, by Oliver Sacks (Knopf,

2001; $25)

"Many of my childhood memories are

of metals: these seemed to exert a

power on me from the start," neurolo-

gist Sacks writes at the beginning of his

vivid memoir about growing up in

wartime England and discovering the

Hfe of the mind.

Sacred Places, by Kenm Izu (Arena Editions,

2001; $65)

The Tangled Field: Barbara Mc-

Clintock's Search for the Patterns of

Genetic Control, by Nathaniel C. Comfort

(Harvard University Press, 2001; $37.50)

This readable biography of one of the

twentieth century's most important ge-

neticists interweaves fact and insight

about McChntock as both person and

The World According to Pimm: A Sci-

entist Audits the Earth, by Stuart Pimm

(McGraw-Hill, 2001; $24.95)

In a book packed with sobering infor-

mation, conservation biologist Pimm
considers our global use and misuse of

water and land and the wildly acceler-



.itiiit; r.itc oi species cxtiiKtioii, yet he

ivin.iins ccMitideiU that good steward-

ship \\ ill s,i\e tlie pl.inet.

The Northern Lights: The True Story

of the Man Who Unlocked the Se-

crets of the Aurora Borealis, /) Liky

/.H.'ii (K//(7>/, Jim I; SJ4l

r.xplaiiiing these colored arches, bands,

and cnrtains in the night sky became

I he lifework ot' Norwegian scientist

Kristian Birkeland, whose theories

about the noi'tiiern lights, electroniag-

netisni, comets, and the sun were ac-

cepted by the scientific comiminity

only after his death in 1917.

Rowing to Latitude: Journeys Along

the Arctic's Edge, by Jill Fivdsion i.Wvih

l\'nit Press. 2001; $24)

lie it storm, bear, or iceberg, nothing is

predictable in Fredstons account of

summering in the Arctic with her hus-

band in a pair of oceangoing sculls

(both work as avalanche experts in

Alaska during the winter). One un-

usual discovery in Nor\vay's Svalbard

Islands was a bowhead whale hanging

fitn,' feet above the water, its belly still

embedded in the melting glacier that

had encased it during the Little Ice Age

(1300-1860).

Women of Discovery: A Celebration of

Intrepid Women Who Explored the

World, hy Milhry Polk and Mary Ticgrmi

iCLirksiVi Potici; 2001: S40)

Here, packed with illustrations and

photographs, are the stories ot eighty-

tour visionaries, adventurers, artists,

and scientists—from Chinese poet

Lady Wen-chi, kidnapped by Mongol

warriors circa A.D. 190. to U.S. geolo-

gist Louise Hose, a dedicated caver

who has recently uncovered new Ute-

tbrms in the sulfurous passageways ot

Mexico's Cueva de Villa Luz.

The books mentioned are usually avail-

able in the Museum Shop, (212) 769-

5150, or via the Museums Web site,

www.amnh.org.

o
Smithsonian
Institution Press

800.782.4612

Also available at bookstores

Platypus

The Extraordinary Story of How a Curious Creature

Baffled the World
j

Ann Moyal

"... a delightful window into the very human enterprise

that helped shape our current theories of evolution."

—Kirkns Reviews

8 color, 29 b&Av illus. • 226 pp. • Hardcover S2 1.95

Captivating Life

A Naturalist in

the Age of Genetics

John C. Avise
\

".
. . a rare scientific biography i

of high quality that crisscross-

es the emerging lines of mod-

ern biolog)'. .

."—E. O. Wilson

30b8avillus. • 224 pp.

Hardcover $24.95

Discovering Dinosaurs in the Old West
The Field Journals of Arthur Lakes

Edited by Michael F. Kohl & John S. Mcintosh I

"... a rare glimpse of rough-and-ready dinosaur hunting

in the Old West."

—

Natural History

40b8avillus. • 198 pp. • Paperback SI 6.95
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CELESTIAL EVENTS

Seeing
D ubles

1^1"?^.

Jkt some time or other, you've

^A probably found yourself staring

^ JLup at the stars and marveling,

"Look at all those points of light!"

Maybe for emphasis you added an

adjective: "Look at all those individual

points of Hght!" If so, you were wrong.

Contrary to appearances, if not

common sense, the majority of "stars"

are not individual points. They're

systems of multiple stars so far from

Observe the stars one

by one, two by two,

four by four . . .

By. Richard Panek

Earth that to the naked eye, each

system appears to be a single entity.

The illusion is especially convincing

because it reinforces an insidious

prejudice, one so fundamental to the

way we think about the universe that

we might easily overlook it. In fact, for

thousands of years, we did. Because we

see a singleton, the Sun, in our

daytime sky, we assume that the stars

in our nighttime sky must be the same.

But the Sun is actually an

exception. When British

astronomer William Herschel

undertook, in the late

eighteenth century, the first

comprehensive telescopic

survey of stars, he started

fmding doubles everywhere.

At first he figured that such

pairs consisted of two stars

vastly distant from each other

but coincidentally lying

along a single Une of sight—

a

visual phenomenon we now
call optical doubles. And
some were. But over time, he

observed that most were two

stars interacting through their

mutual gravitational

attraction

—

physical doubles.

Not only did this surprise

Herschel, but it provided

stunning support for the idea

that Newton's theory of

gravitation applied beyond

our solar system—that it just

might be universal, after all.

One especially

prominent example—the

second point of Hght from

the end of the handle in the

Big Dipper—^provides a sort

of history of our evolving

understanding of double

stars. This "star" is actually

two stars, an optical double

consisting of Mizar (the

brighter star) and Alcor.

(The pair are circled by the

red "o" in the photograph at left.)

From the earliest days of sky

watching, the ability to perceive this

optical double served as a test of

eyesight among Arabs and Native

Americans. But Mizar itself is not an

individual star. Most standard sources

credit Italian astronomer Giovanni

Battista Riccioli with being, in 1650,

the first to resolve Mizar (through a

telescope) into Mizar A and Mizar B,



I Museum Friends Support Science Education

AND Increase Their Retirement Income

ooking back on his career as

an executive at Simon and

Schuster, Jason Berger says,

"One of my proudest achievements

was the distribution of Little Golden

Books to supermarkets and pharma-

cies across the country, where

they found their way into the hands

of millions of young children who

otherwise might have had little

exposure to children's literature."

Several years ago, their wish to

support science education prompted

Jason and his wife Susanna to

include the American Museum of

Natural History in their wills. Then,

last year, they discovered charitable

gift annuities.

A gift annuity is a way to support

the Museum and provide a lifetime

annuity to one or two people aged

55 or older. When appreciated stock

is used to fund the plan, there can be

substantial capital gains tax savings.

According to Susanna, "Because

we can gwe and receive income for life,

this is an ideal was/ for us to provide

now part ofthe gift we want the

Museum to have in the future. In fact,

we like gift annuities so much, we plan

to do one every year!"

Here are sample rates and benefits for one person with a $10,000 gift:

Ace

65

70

75

80

85

90

Annuity Income Tax
Rate Deduction

6.7% $3,446

7.2% $3,827

7.9% $4,223

8.9% $4,652

10.4%
J^^^ $5,046

12.0% 1^^B $5,630

Annuity
Payment

$670

$720

$790

$890

$1,040

Si,200

For more information, please call

(800) 453-5734 or reply by mail to:

Office of Planned Giving, American

Museum of Natural History,

Central Park West at 79TH Street,

New York, New York 10024-5192

Name:

Please send information on:

O Gifts that provide lifetime income.

O A bequest to the Museum in my will.

O I HAVE already INCLUDED A PROVISION

for THE Museum in my estate plans.

American
MUSEUMo
NATiURAL
History

Address:

Telephone Home: Office:

My (our) birth date(s)

Your reply is confidential and implies no obligation. 10/01



Buy the Last 1921 Morgan

SUver DoUar BU at a Sale Price

and get a FREE 1921-1935

BU Peace Silver Dollar!

BOTH FOR $29
Introductory Offer: Guaranteed
Brilliant Uncirculated! Own both

these great American silver dollars

in lustrous mint-state quality for

substantially less than you'd pay

for one elsewhere. (You could

actually pay $90 for both these

silver dollars in a competitor's

catalog.) U.S. Mint Chief Engraver

George T. Morgan slightly

redesigned his famous silver dollar

for the final 1921 date. He also

modified relief on the succeeding

U.S. Peace silver dollar, the last

used in American commerce. We'll

rush you beautiful mint quality with

no trace of wear (some bag marks

will be present, as is normal). Our
choice of date for the Peace dollar.

New customers only. Set: $29

(#34785). Limit 2 sets. Add total of

$2 postage and handling. 30-Day
No-Risk Home Examination:

Money-Back Guarantee. To order

by credit card, call the toll-free

number below. Or send a check or

money order to:

International Coins & Currency

62RidgeSt., Dept. 4168

Montpelier, VT 05602

1-800-451-4463
Visit our website www.iccoin.coin

,

14168
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though recent research indicates that

the honor might belong to Benedetto

Castelli and date back to 1617—less

than a decade after the invention of

the telescope. Either way, to Mizar

goes the distinction of being the first

telescopic binary.

Then in 1889, Harvard astronomer

Edward C. Pickering examined the

lines in the stars' spectra and found

that one of the two, Mizar A, was itself

a binary, thereby bestowing on it the

distinction of being the first

spectroscopic binary. Later analysis

revealed the same to be true ofMizar B.

A spectroscopic binary, by definition,

(not to be confused with Mizar 's

companion, Alcor), in the

constellation Perseus, and today

ecHpsing binaries are sometimes called

Algol-type variable stars.

This month the Big Dipper is low

on the northern horizon in the first

hours after nightfall. If the sky is calm

and clear and your eyesight is good,

you should be able to see both Mizar

and Alcor on your own, though

you'll definitely need the help of a

telescope or binoculars to distinguish

Mizar A from Mizar B. Meanwhile,

the eclipsing binary Algol will be

rising in the northeast at nightfall and

From the earliest days ofsky watching, the ahiUty to perceive

this optical double served as a test of eyesight among Arabs

and Native Americans.

should firustrate even the most

powerful telescope, but in 1996 the

Navy Prototype Optical

Interferometer focused on the Mizar A
binary—which, for the record,

comprises Mizar Aa and Mizar Ab

—

and produced what was at the time the

highest-resolution image in the history

of optical astronomy.

As should be apparent by now, the

designation "binary" or "double"

hardly does justice to the complexity

ofMizar 's system of stars. In such

cases, astronomers instead use the term

"multiple star system," though if they

need to be specific they can invoke

"triple," "quadruple," and so on.

In all its manifestations, however,

Mizar lacks one important distinction

that astronomers make when it comes

to star systems: it is not an "ecHpsing

binary." This term refers to a pair of

stars, one of which has an orbit that

takes it on a path directly between the

other star and Earth, producing a

visible variation in the overall

brightness of the pair. In 1669, Italian

astronomer Geminiano Montanari

discovered just such a peculiar and

periodic variation in the star Algol

reaching its zenith at about 3:00 A.M.

Its companion, however, will be

evident only through a sudden dip in

brightness for several hours every

2.87 days, when Algol drops from

magnitude +2.1 to +3.4. (The

specific times during October—or

any other month—when Algol

experiences this variation can be

found on Sky and Telescopes Web site

at www.skypub.com/sights/variables

/algol.html.)

And let's not lose sight of Mizar 's

optical neighbor, Alcor. Yes, it's a

binary, too, but of the spectroscopic

type, which means that you won't be

able to distinguish its two component

stars even with the help of a telescope.

Nonetheless, it's worth at least a token

glance, if only in honor of its ancient

Arabic name, Suha, whose English

translation could apply equally well to

so many of those other seemingly

individual points of light up there:

"the overlooked one."

Richard Panek's latest book, The Invisible

Century: Einstein, Freud, and Our (

Search for Hidden Universes, will be

published next year by Viking.
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THE SKY IN OCTOBER By Joe Rao

Mercury ivaches inferior conjunction

(between Earth and tlie Sun) on

October 14, but in the following two

weeks it zooms up and away from the

eastern horizon to put on its best

niornini; show of the year. Beginning

on the 20th, the planet emerges from

the bright morning twilight 9° below

and to the left of Venus. Each morning

thereafter. Mercury moves a couple of

liegrees closer to Venus, brightening

noticeably. Between October 28 and

November 7, Mercury and Venus are

less than 1
° apart, and both are plainly

visible. Mercury is at its greatest

western elongation on October 29,

reaching an unusually bright

magnitude of -0.5; situated 19° above

the eastern horizon at sunrise, it lies

just 0.6° to the left of Venus.

Venus begins the month by rising,

lustrous, in the east-southeast about

one and a half to two hours before

sunrise. It then sinks a httle with each

passing week. On the morning of the

15th, the planet rests just above and to

the right of the Moon. In the final

days of October, binocular users may

spy the first-magnitude star Spica

emerging from the dawn glow well

below Venus and its closest dancing

partner of the month. Mercury.

Mars moves out ot Sagittarius and into

Capricornus late in the month. At

dusk, the planet is visible low in the

south-southwest, setting more than

four hours later. Mars starts October at

magnitude -0.4 (a bit brighter than the

similarly-hued star Arcturus), but by

the end of the month, as Mars

continues to recede from Earth, it slips

to magnitude +0.1. Back in June,

Mars came within 41.8 million miles

of Earth; by October 31, it's 99.3

million miles away.

Jupiter rises at about midnight local

daylight time at the beginning ot

October. Two hours later, it is the

brightest starlike object in the sky,

visible at about 20° abt)ve the eastern

horizon. By the 31st, it rises close to

9:0(1 |>.M. local standard time. Jupiter

currently resides in the teet ot Clemini,

not tar from the upraised club ot

Orion. In midnorthern latitudes,

observers can see Jupiter shining

regally near the zenith toward dawn,

the highest position the planet has

reached since 1990. The Moon passes

near Jupiter late on the night of

October 9-10.

Saturn, in Taurus, rises in the east-

northeast a little more than three hours

after sunset on October 1 and about

two hours atter sunset on the 31st. It

can be tound about 6° northeast ot the

first-magnitude star Aldebaran all

month. By dawn, Saturn is high in the

west-southwestern sky. No one with a

telescope should resist the temptation

to turn it on glimmering Saturn. You

should readily be able to see the

planet's rings in all their icy elegance

and perhaps a few of Saturn's larger

moons as well. A gibbous Moon
hovers near Saturn and Aldebaran late

on the night of October 6-7.

The Moon is full—a harvest moon

—

on October 2 at 9:49 a.m. Last quarter

Moon falls on the 10th at 12:20 A.M.

The Moon is new on October 16 at

3:23 P.M., and first quarter comes on

October 23 at 10:58 p.m.

Eastern Standard Time goes into

effect tor the United States (except for

Arizona, Hawaii, and Indiana) on

October 28, the last Sunday in the

month. Officially, on this date the

hour from 1:00 to 2:00 a.m. is

repeated, so turn your clocks back one

hour anytime thereafter.

Unless otiicni'isc iiolcd, all liiiics iirc ij/ir/;

/)/ Eastern Daylii^lit Time.

River
Cruises

The Most Enjoyable

iiiid Ilassk'-free Way To Trauel.

Unpack Only Once!

Europe .'1998
incl. airfare

See the best of Europe from her leRendar>-

rivers, away from liusy highways. Sail aboard

deluxe ships (max. 140 guests). Enjoy spacious

cabins with panoramic windows and elegant

one-seating dining. All

shore excursions are
_^^.^

included. Cruise ^^^
through fHolland & ^^^^Vfr 1

Belgium, through ^^
France, Italy, J^^ w
Portugal & Spain or ^^f A
through the heart of y^ ^r
Europe on the Historic

Rhine & Danube rivers all

the way to the Black Sea. Choose from

19 great cruises, 7 to 21 days.

Russia „on,s2398
incl. airfare

Experience the grandeur of Russia from the

comfort of a cruise ship. Spend 3 days in

Moscow and 3 days in St. Petersburg (staying

aboard) and cruise the fascinating "Waterivays

of the Czars" connecting these two majestic

cities. All shore excursions are included, plus

lectures aboard and performances ashore.

See your travel agent or call

800.425.0037

UNIW©RLD
www.uniworld.com
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For free information from the advertisers listed below,

circle the corresponding numbers on the attached

postage-paid card. Mail card, fax it to (856) 786-

4415, or visit us at www.pub-serv.com/RS/nathist.

If the card is missing, mail your request to

Natural History Members' Market, P.O. Box 11591,

Riverton, NJ 08076-1591.

1. Adventures Abroad

Adventures Abroad oilers small group
tours to 110 countries. Our tours are

part education, part exploration and a

complete holiday.

8. Canadian Tourism Commission

Free copy of Great Canadian Adventures
Travel Guide. Hiking, canoeing, cycling,

wildlife viewing and more. Detailed tour

operator/outfitter directory.

14. Galapagos Network;?

Enjoy an exhilarating adventure amid
the same volcanic islands that inspired

Charles Darwin. Cruise the enchanted
island of the Galapagos in maximum
comfort and safety aboard our popular

fleet of first class vessels.

2. Alabama Gulf Coast

Gult Shores/Orange Beach. AL - closer

by the minute! 32 miles ot sugar-white

beaches and soft GuLf breezes make for a

birding paradise. Up close and personal.

3. Amazon Explorama Lodges

Five lodges and one resort. 230, (100 acres

ot Primary Amazon Rainforest Reserves.

Spectacular Canopy Walkway.
Birdwatchers Paradise. Pink Dolphins.

4. Amazonia Expeditions

Award-winning Jungle Lodge in the

Tamshiyacu-Tahuayo Reserve, shown to

have the greatest diversity of mammals in

all ot the Amazon.

5. Athena Publications, Inc.

Athena Review.jounial ot archaeology,

history and exploration, invites you to

send for more information a free issue.

6. Belize Tourist Board

Catch the Adventure! From rainforest

resort to Barrier Reel. Belize is only 2
hours from the USA. BeUze. Mother
Nature's best kept secret.

7. British Tourist Authority

Wales: Legendary Wales has tempestuous
history, timeless beauty and unexpected
pleasure - just two hours from London.

gs^Charles County, MD

It's for the birds! Tike a hike! Hunt
for fossils, golf, fish, shop. Experience
the wild side of the Potomac where
eagles soar

10. Costa Rica
'

Costa Rica Tourist Board. In Costa Rica
life reaches its greatest expression, tironi

the top of the mountains to the bottom
of the sea.

11. Djoser, Irij

"THE OTFIERWAYTO TRAVEL!"
Travel for small groups to Egypt, Turkey,

Vietnam, Thailand,Venezuela, Costa
Rica, India, Nepal, Tibet, South Afirica.

14-28 days fi-om $1495-S2995 including

land, comfortable hotels, tour leader and
air with top airHnes.

12. Eagle Optics

Comprehensive catalog and price list on
complete Hne of optic equipment from
all major manufacturers. Includes guide

on how to select the right binocular or

spotting scope for you. Free.

13. Ecomertours Nord-Sud

For nature lovers discover the rich

diversity of the St. Lawrence River
& Estuary aboard the 44 passenger

"Echo Des Mers". A unique cold

water cruising experience. Bird and
whale watching/research, national

parks, Anticosti and other islands.

Astonishing Guatemala, Cuna of Panama,
Bah Tours with experienced folk

art coUector/photographer Gordon
Frost. Meet artists/crafbpeople in their

homes/viUages.

16. Indinator Company of America

"Elevette" the custom built residence

elevator offers the ultimate in home
luxury and convenience. Send for firee

descriptive literature.

17. Irish Tourist Board
'

Ireland: Awaken to a different world.

Write to Ireland Vacations 00', P.O. Box
1 100, Dover, NJ 07802-1 100.

ICTHy«»»fM" ^— II

I

In the heart ot Atlantic Canada, discover

an archipelago ot 12 magical islands.

Savor superb cuisine, Acadian hospitality,

participate in a multitude of outdoor
activities, or simply hike along spectacular

red cliffs and 200 miles of North
America's finest beaches.

Classic men's and women's apparel,

kids' clothes that last, easy-care travel

apparel, beautiful home fiarnishings and
quahty outdoor sporting gear. All 100%
satisfaction guaranteed. For your new
catalog visit us online today.

""^
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20. Lodge on Little St. Simons Island

bxckisivi- 1 11,1)1)1 i-.R IV Cn.-orgi.i isLiml

paradise, privatf 7-milc pristine bcaih.

natural liistDry tours, birding and
rc'crcatiiinal activities galore, g<.)iirniet

regional cuisine and gracious

acconnnodations await just 30 guests.

iX. Malta Tourism

English-spcikiiii^, hospujlijc

Mediterrane.ui jewel ottering (i.OOO

years of civilization, the highest

concentration ot landmarks per square

mile in the world.

22. Mayatour flU
Losers ot" tropical nature and Maya
culture will adore our escorted tours ot

Mexico and Central America. Expert

guides, A/C touring vehicles, best hotels

and meals.

23. New York State

New York is an autumn celebration.

Find spectacular t'oliage, world-class

wineries and tarmstands bursting with

tresh harvest. Let the discoveries begin!

Free NYS Travel Guide.

24. Nomadic Expeditions

Pioneers in exceptional ad\'entures m
Mongolia, Tibet, Nepal, China & Siberia.

Expeditions include cultural explorations,

horse and camel treks, elephant walks,

paleontological digs, canoeing, kayaking

and fishing.

27. Nova Scotia Tourism

Your oiittloor sacation begins when you
open this gtiide. Cet your FREE 400-

page Doers' and I )reamers' Cuiide.

28. Scottish Tourist Board f^|
.Sci)tl.ind. See aiKieiil i.isiles leiiuniscent

ot our rich, tumultuous history. Grand
old cities vibrant with culture.

i9. Swan Hellenic Cruises

OciMii .Hid sea l ruiscs, c\(n.\luii mj

and river cruises all with the accent

on discovery. Exotic destinations and
distinguished guest speakers.

30. Swift Instruments

Qualit)' in optics since 1926. Free

brochure displays Swift's complete line

ot birding and compact binoculars,

contains photographs and detailed

descriptions with binoculars use chart.

31. TIAA-CREF

Ihe riAA-CREF companies, with over

$275 billion in assets under management,
offer low-cost mutual funds, annuities,

IRAs, insurance and trust services.

32. Tourism Authority of Thailand ,H
For more intormation contact your

travel agent or circle our number 32.

35. Tourism Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan - Western C^anada.

Free 160-page travel-guide packed
with great vacation escapes and planning
infomiatiun.

3.6. T(jyfl

Find out about Toyota's innovations and
technologies that positively impact the

world in which we live.

37. University of Oklahoma Press j

Universuv ot Okl.ihoma I'ress, .iward-

winning publisher ot books on the

American West. American Indians.

Classical Studies, Natural Flistory,

Military History and Gender Studies.

38. Uniworld

European and Russian river cruises with
Uniworld the most enjoyable w,ay to

trawl through Europe and Russia unpack
onlv once!

39. West Virginia Tourism

(id MHii Ivcc West ViiL'mia Travel Guide
and discox er \\ hy some say it's Almost
Heaven.

40. Worcester County

Maryland's only seaside county. Visit

Assateague Island National Seashore.

Kayak, canoe, birdwatch or golf. Stay in

one of our manv Bed & Breakfast Inns.

25. North Carolina Outer Banks -»
I'nstmc Beaches. History. Fishing. For

travel intormation anci Getaway Card
good for seasonal values at over 1 50
businesses.

26. Norwegian Coastal Voyage

NCV Expedition Cruises to Antarctica

(!^ the Chilean Fjords, Greenland and
Spitsbergen. Discover the awe-inspiring

landscapes and the fascinating wikilife in

the most remote corners ot the world.

33. Tourism New Brunswick

Walk on the ocean floor m New
Brunswick, Canada's Bay of Fuiidy! For

your Free Vacation Kit visit us oiiliiie or

circle number 33.

34. Tourism Newfoundland and Labrador

Newfoundland and Labrador. We otter

our visitors the natural wonders of

whales, icebergs and seabirds framed by

our dramatic seascape and landscape and
unique culture.

41. Zeiss

Carl Zeiss Sports C^ipncs otters tlie

perfect combinancin ot form, tuncnon

and pertbrmance to ensure unprecedented

clarin.' and rehabilit\' through cutciiig-edge

optical technologies.
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A Fish
Story
The spiny puffer's means

of defense is hard to swallow.

Story by Adam Summers ~

Illustrations by Sally J. Berisusen

"T' ^r ~r hen alarmed, some toads

\ \ / and snakes pufF themselves

V V up impressively. Hedgehogs,

porcupines, and some Old World

salamanders sport protective spines.

But only the spiny puffer (Diodon

holocantlnis) combines inflation and

pointy spikes in one spectacular

defense mechanism.

Also called balloonfish, spiny puffers

belong to the Tetraodontiformes, an

order of fishes known for their strange

structures and odd behaviors. The
boxfish, for example, is an aquatic tank

with two bony skeletons, one on the

inside to support its innards and one

on the outside to deter predators. And
the massive, tailless ocean sunfish,

another relative, is essentially a huge

disk—consisting of head and torso

—

pushed along by a couple of fms.

Compared with creatures Uke

these, the spiny puffer seems relatively

normal when relaxed. But when
threatened, the puffer undergoes a

remarkable transformation, its body

swelling until the fish is three times its

usual size and has become a rigid,

near-perfect sphere covered in spiky

armor—not a good design for

swimming but decidedly discouraging

to attackers.

Beth Brainerd, of the University

of Massachusetts, studies the

biomechanical tricks the puffer uses to

accomplish its swell feat. A more

accurate name for this fish would be

"pumper," because it inflates not by

puffing itself up but by pumping water

into its stomach (which has ceded its

digestive function entirely to the

intestine). The stomach expands to

nearly a hundred times its original

volume, an astonishing increase made

possible by the stomach's being

pleated, like a skirt. An amazing

amount of material can be hidden

away in pleats. Consider that a typical

Scottish kilt is made from eight yards

of tartan fabric, whereas the typical

Scotsman is only about a yard around.

And the pleats of a puffer's stomach are

more extensive than those of a kilt:

inside the largest pleats (each of which

is about three millimeters wide) are

smaller folds, with yet smaller folds

inside each one, and so on, down to

pleats so tiny that they can be seen

only through a microscope.

As the puffer fiUs with water, the

fish's spine, already sUghtly curved.

bends into an upside-down L) shape,

and the liver, intestines, and other

internal organs become squeezed

between the fish's backbone and its

rapidly expanding stomach.

Meanwhile, the fish's skin is pushed

out, obscuring most of the puffer's

features. Only the mouth—

a

cartoonish orifice containing heavy,

crushing plates capable of pinching a

human finger to the bone—remains

unaffected.

The skin of a fuUy inflated puffer is

stretched to one and a half times its

resting length. But while the skin's

elasticity accounts for the change in

the volume of the fish, stiffness and

strength are required to turn the

creature into a rigid ball. For this the

puffer again turns to pleats. Brainerd

discovered that the spiny puffer's skin

consists of two layers—a thin, elastic

outer layer and a fibrous inner layer.

This inner layer of skin is pleated and,

when extended, quite stiff. So why
bother with the outer elastic layer? To

answer that, one need only picture a

deflated, pleated puffer—it would be a

rumpled, hydrodynamically impaired

laughingstock.

The skin also helps deploy the

puffer's armor. The scales of this fish

have been modified into slender

spikes, each on a tripod-shaped, bony

base embedded in the skin. Normally

the tripod lies on its side, with the

spike flat against the skin, pointing

backward. But when the fish puffs up,

the stretched skin pulls two of the



I
tripi)d's legs backward and one leg

forward, snapping die spike upright.

The tiiree legs provide a secure base

ihat blunts the force of anything

pushing against the spikes sharp tip.

Peter Wainwright, an evolutionary

physiologist at the University of

California, Davis, has found clues to

the origins of putFing in the

triggerhsh Balistcs caprisnis, a close

relative ot the spiny puffer.

Triggerflshes feed on unusuall)' well

defended prey: spiny sea urchins. The

fish's usual modus operandi is to shoot

lets of water at the urchin's side

until it rolls over, exposing its

unprotected "belly" (actually its

mouth, with which it grazes on the

seaHoor). The triggerfish uses the

same muscles to blow water out of the

stom.uii (hat the spiny puffer uses to

pump water into it. Both fish first

expand their mouths to draw in water,

but the putter then pumps the water

into its stomach, while the triggerfish

opens its mouth and pumps the water

back out. Natural selection may have

taken ad\'antage of a piinipnig

mechanism that had evolved for

disabling prey—turning it inward and

transforming it into a mechanism for

self-inflation.

Addiii Suiiiiiicis is an asiisliiiit pwlcssor

ct ccokniy and ewhitionary bioh\^y cii the

Uiiii'crsily of California, hvinc.

Stomach Spine

Water

flow

As a spiny puffer pumps water into

its stomach, the stomach inflates

and the spine arches to

accommodate the organ's

expansion. Pockets of the

stomach soon get shoved

above and around the

spine, making the fish

nearly spherical.
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''Suddenly you know the answer.'

'

By Nathaniel C. Comfort

Barbara McClintock, the great geneticist of maize, was

so smart she could seem mystical. But her power to

solve complex genetic problems was not supernat-

ural, only a matter of speed. In a process she called integra-

tion, McClintock got "signals'" from her subconscious:

"I cannot tell you

necessarily where

they come from, but

the whole thing is

solved suddenly."

This sort of ex-

perience seems to be

reported most often

by mathematicians

and physicists. The

most famous inte-

grator of all was

Albert Einstein. He
worked on prob-

lems, he once said,

by playing with

"certain signs and

more or less clear

images which can be

voluntarily reproduced and combined." Some elements

were "of visual and some of muscular type. Conventional

words or other signs have to be sought for laboriously only

in a secondary stage." Einstein said he reached his theory of

relativity by imagining he was riding a Hght wave, and then

looking around and describing what he saw.

For McClintock, the solution came too fast for pictures:

"It's faster than I can recognize. Suddenly everything seems

clear. Then you are able to put it in steps, 1, 2, 3, 4, and tell

somebody about it and it seems perfectly logical. But that's

not how it's arrived at; it's arrived at in some complex way
that I have no way of stating. Suddenly you know the an-

swer." When McClintock could not solve a problem, she

said it was because she had not "oriented" herself properly

to see the relationships among the pieces of her puzzle.

Once oriented, she maintained, "I could integrate whatever

I saw immediately."

Srinivasa Ramanujan, the self-taught Indian number the-

orist discovered by EngHsh mathematician G. H. Hardy, pro-

duced fantastic conjectures. Hardy then worked with him to

derive formal proofs. Ramanujan was said to be "personal

friends" with every positive integer, producing spontaneous

observations—for example, that 1,729 is the smallest num-
ber expressible as the sum of two cubes in two different

ways. Of John Nash, the creator of game theory, Sylvia

Nasar (his biographer) observed, "Not very long after he

started thinking about a problem, he would have just a very

clear vision of where the solution lay. And he wouldn't

know how to get to it and it inight take a year or two to get

there, but he had this vision." Physicist Richard Feynman

integrated, too. His colleague Murray Gell-Mann once de-

scribed the Feynman problem-solving method this way:

"You write down the problem. You think very hard. Then

you write down the answer."

McClintock described integration as a form ofcomputa-

tion, a rational, rapid process of working out connections

and logical steps. Her ability appeared especially remarkable

when she used it to solve problems that other scientists had

been puzzHng over for months. As a young scientist at Cor-

nell University, she was part of an extraordinary group of

corn geneticists. In about 1930, Charles Burnham, another

member of the group, was studying a trait with a bizarre pat-

tern of inheritance. McCHntock got hooked on the puzzle.

Quite "disturbed" by the problem one day, she said, "I left

the field, which was down in a hoUow, and I walked up to

my laboratory and I sat in my laboratory for about thirty

minutes. Just sat there thinking about it, and I suddenly

jumped up and ran down to the field. I was at the top of the

field and everybody was down at the bottom, and I was say-

ing, 'Eureka, eureka, eureka, I have it!'" The pattern, she

realized, could result from the presence of an extra chromo-

some. When she joined the others, Marcus Rhoades, an-

other colleague, said to her, "Prove it." Only then did she sit

down with a brown paper bag and a pencil and sketch out

her solution. She was right.

Integration for McClintock was an internal process of

self-control and awareness. In explaining how one got

into the integrating frame of mind, she could only repeat,

"You do something with yourself. You do something with

yourself."

Nathaniel C. Comfort is deputy director of the Centerfor History

of Recent Science, in tlte Department of History at George Wash-

ington University.

Adapted from 77ic Tlmgkd Field: Barbara McClimock's Searchfor the Pallerm ofCenelic Control, by Nathaniel C, Comfort. Published by Harvard University Press. Copyright © 2001 by Nathaniel C.

Comfort. All rights reserved.
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r'icture yourself learning to weave from a Navajo craftsman;

exploring the lush rain forests of Madagascar alongside scien-

tists at the forefront ot groundbreaking conservation cflorts;

or visiting the red sandstone gorges at Mongolia's Flaming Cliffs,

where Museum scientists discovered fossils that changed the course of

modern paleontolog)'.

Since its founding in 1869, the American Museimi of Natural History has advanced its global mission

to discover, interpret, and disseminate information aboiu human cultures, the natural world, and the

imiverse through a wide-reaching program of scientific research, education, and exhibitions. Inspired

by our ongoing commitment to support the Museum's mission through educational travel. Discover)-

Tours is pleased to announce our new AMNH Signature Series, a collection of 10 new special-interest

study tours inspired by the pioneering efforts of three of the

Museum's most historically prominent scientists.

The Margaret Mead Anthropology Series offers a small group experi-

ence, hands-on learning, and cultural exchange focused on all

aspects of indigenous daily life. The Carl Akele)' Co)iseri>ation Series

was developed in partnership with the Museum's Center for

Biodiversity and Conservation and examines global environmental

issues and conser\'ation efforts around the world. The Roy Chapman

Andrews Expedition Series celebrates intrepid explorers, converging

with the routes of historic expeditions and visiting the sites of

, groundbreaking discoveries.

Whether you are intrigued by the cultural traditions of indigenous

peoples, passionate about conserving the earth's biodiversit)' and natural resources, or fascinated by

global exploration and discovery, we encourage you to inquire about the AMNH Signature Series. Xo\x re

likely to find something to lift your travel experiences to new levels of knowledge and wonder.
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